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ANTIQUES IN THE COLLECTION OF SIR FREDERICK COOK, 
BART., AT DOUGHTY HOUSE, RICHMOND. 
[PLATES I.-XXIV.] 
THE monumental work of Professor Michaelis, Ancient Marbles in Great 
Britain, must always remain the basis of any study among English collections 
of antiques. But since its publication in 1882 not a few collections have 
changed hands, others have been dispersed, while others, more fortunate, 
have been enlarged; in these various processes much that was unknown even 
to Michaelis has come to light, and he himself soon supplemented his great 
work by two important papers printed in this Journal in 1884 and 1885. He 
prefaced the first of these supplementary papers with the following words: 
'I cannot help thinking that there must be in Great Britain a good deal of hidden 
treasure .. . which would perhaps easier come to light if there were a place expressly 
destined to receive such communications 
... 
I have therefore ventured to propose to the 
Editors to open in this Journal a corner for storing up such supplements . . As a first 
instalment, I here offer some notes which may begin the series ... May other lovers and 
students of the Classic art, especially in Great Britain, follow my example.' 
Curiously enough, save for a few papers which have appeared at long 
and irregular intervals,' this wish of the great Strassburg Professor has 
remained unfulfilled. It still remains a national reproach that our English 
1 The following is a list of these papers. 
Journal of Hellenic Studies: Vol. V. Supp. I. 
Broom Hall and Antiquarian Remains in the Mu- 
seumof Edinburgh.-Vol. VI. A. MICHAELIS. 
Ancient Marbles in Great Britain. Supp. II. 
(1) Hamilton Palace; (2) Hillingdon Court, 
Middlesex; (3) Castle Howard, Yorkshire; 
(4) Ince Blundell Hall; (5) H. Atkinson, Lon- 
don; (6) Sundorne Castle; (7) West Park, 
Hants; (8) The Corinthian Puteal.-Vol. VII. 
C. WALDSTEIN. Collection of Sir Charles 
Nicholson, The Grange, Totteridge, Herts. 
-Vol. XI. E. L. HICKS. Museum of the Leeds 
Philosophical Society. (Chiefly inscriptions.) 
-Vol. XIV. E. SELLERS. Greek Head in the 
Possession of T. Humphry Ward. (Plate V.) 
-Vol. XVIII. E. A. GARDNER. Head in the 
Possession of Philip Nelson, M. B. (Plate XI.) 
-Vol. XIX. E. A. GARDNER. Head from the 
Disney Collection in the Possession of Philip 
Nelson, M.B. (Plate I.)-Vol. XX. C. ROBERT. 
Roman Sarcophagi at Clieveden. (Plates VII.- 
XII.)-Vol. XXI. A. FURTWANGLER. Ancient 
Sculptures at Chatsworth House.-Vol. XXIII. 
MRs. S. ARTHUR STRONG. Three Sculptured 
Stelai in the Possession of Lord Newton at 
Lyme Park. (Plates XI., XII.)-Vol. XXV. 
(1905), p. 157. K. McDOWALL (Mrs. Esdaile). 
Bronze Statuette in the writer's Possession. 
-Vol. XXVI. MRS. S. ARTHUR STRONG. 
Statue of a Boy Leaning on a Pillar in the 
Nelson Collection. (Since gone to Munich.) 
(Plates I., XI. )-Vol. XXVII. J. STRZYGOWSKI. 
A Sarcophagus of the Sidamara Type in the 
Cook Collection. (Plates V., XII.) 
H.S.-VOL. XXVIII. B 
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32 MRS. S. A. STRONG 
collections have till recently been explored almost wholly by foreign scholars. 
After Michaelis came Professor Furtwangler, who, in his 1Masterpieces of 
G'reek Sculphtre, made known works in private collections which have since 
become famous, such as the Petworth Athlete, the Landsowne Heracles, and 
the Leconfield Aphrodite, that great original attributed to Praxiteles 
himself; not to speak of a number of statues and busts of less importance. 
Other results of Furtwingler's researches among English private col- 
lections are given in the first part of his great work on copies, Statuien- 
copien inm Alterthum, which, unfortunately for science, remains unfinished, 
and also in the paper which he wrote upon the antiques at Chatsworth 
(J.H.f.S 1900). These surveys of the English collections bore fruit in 1903, in the 
Exhibition of Greek Art organized by the Burlington Fine Arts Club. This 
event was a welcome sign of a reawakening interest on the part of the 
English themselves--owners and public alike-in the treasures of antique 
art in the country. Since then, at any rate, a more intelligent care has been 
bestowed on antiques, which are now once more valued almost as highly as 
pictures. When Professor Michaelis revisits the scene of his earlier labours 
he will find matters much improved. The names of owners are by no 
means yet 'inscribed in letters of gold on the roll of donors to the British 
Museum,' but better still has been done. In many places trained curators 
are in charge of the collections, in place of the housekeepers at whose hands 
Professor Michaelis suffered so much, and the antiques are being rearranged, 
catalogued," and made more generally accessible to both students and public, 
without for that being dissociated from their historic surroundings. 
The large Catalogue issued at the close of the 1903 Exhibition had 
marked a new departure, in that every single object described was also 
illustrated. The time has now come to apply the same principle to indi- 
vidual collections and to issue catalogues in which a complete series of 
illustrations, based on photographs, shall be given. The present paper on 
the well-known Cook collection at Richmond which was so largely repre- 
sented in the Exhibition of 1903 is an attempt to show how this might be 
carried out under the auspices of the Hellenic Society. Sir Frederick 
Cook, in consenting to the publication of his antiques in this Journal, 
generously undertook to help the Society by defraying the photographic 
expenses and by contributing towards the cost of the numerous plates. 
It is my belief that many, if not all, owners of collections might be 
willing thus to follow Sir Frederick's lead and to meet the Society half- 
way in the proposed scheme for issuing at frequent intervals illustrated 
monographs similar in character to the present. I may add that a set 
of the photographs upon which the illustrations are based will in due course 
be accessible at the Library of the Hellenic Society. It is hoped that in 
this manner illustrated monographs such as are now proposed might fulfil a 
2 Mr. Arthur Smith's catalogues of the collections at Lansdowne House, Woburn Abbey, 
and Brocklesby, are cases in point. 
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FIG. 1.-ARCHAISTIC FEMALE HEAD ON A PORPHYRY 
BUST OF SARAPIS. (8) 
FIG. 7.-IMAGO CLIPEATA. (39) 
Period of Caracallus. 
Fi. 21].-HEAD OF A GIRL. (62) Fic. 6.-ROMAN BOY. (38) Antonine Period. 
B2 
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double object,-as scientific contributions to the Jouirnal of Hellenic Studies, 
and as illustrated registers of photographs, somewhat on the plan of the 
Einzelaufnahrmen so ably edited by Dr. Paul Arndt. Such catalogues, 
moreover, can also become of the utmost value for that State registration of 
works of art in private collections which has lately been so persistently 
advocated. It has been suggested before that a well-established Society like 
the Hellenic should take the first steps towards securing registration of works 
of antique art in private hands. 
The collection of pictures gathered together at Doughty House, 
Richmond, is justly esteemed one of the finest and most important in 
England. Where so many original masterpieces of the Renaissance and 
modern times must claim the first interest the antiques scattered about 
among them have in great measure been overlooked by any but professional 
archaeologists. Yet these antiques form a group of considerable interest. 
'The Richmond collection,' writes Michaelis, 'was formed from purchases in 
Italy, France and England, partly from old collections and at sales, partly 
from the results of the latest excavations, so that the cabinet, though not 
large, is various.' (Ancient Mfarbles, Preface, p. 177.) 
The collection is certainly representative, its works ranging from the 
early fifth century B.C. to Roman portraits and sarcophagi of the third 
century A.D., yet its main strength may be said to reside in the numerous 
and well-preserved examples of Hellenistic works and works from Asia Minor. 
Foremost among these are the stelai of Archippos, Phila, and Epiktesis (Nos. 
21-23) and the great Graeco-Syrian sarcophagus-perhaps the most important 
of all the antiques at Richmond-published in the last volume of this 
Journal by Professor Strzygowski,3 who took it as starting point for new 
researches into the origin and character of late Graeco-Asiatic art. 
The history of the collection and 6f its acquisition by Sir Francis Cook, 
first baronet and father of the present owner, has been fully told by Michaelis, 
who has also given a very complete account of each work of art previous to 
its coming into the Richmond collection. On all these points, therefore, I 
shall limit myself to the briefest indications and refer to the abundant 
documentary evidence collected by Michaelis. 
A few works of art are now described which were not at Richmond when 
the Ancient ifMarbles was compiled. The most remarkable of these is doubt- 
less the Apollo (No. 5), considered by Furtwaingler to be a copy of an 
original by Euphranor, while Dr. Waldstein, guided mainly by the beauty of 
the head, actually thought it an original by Praxiteles. 
The objects noted by Michaelis as being at Cintra in Portugal, where 
Sir Frederick Cook is Viscomte de Monserrat, remain there. They were 
catalogued by Dr. W. Gurlitt in the Archaeologische Zeitung, 1868, pp. 84 i f. 
The beautiful collection of bronzes (Michaelis, Richmond, Nos. 19-39), 
together with the gems, passed at the death of Sir Francis to his second son, 
3 C A Sarcophagus of the Sidainara Type in the Collection of Sir Frederick Cook at Richmond,' 
J. H.S. 1907, p. 99. 
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THE COOK COLLECTION 5 
the late Mr. Wyndham Cook, and are now the property of Mrs. Wyndham 
Cook of 8, Cadogan Square. These bronzes and gems, which figured largely in 
the Burlington Fine Arts Club Exhibition of 1903, are now being catalogued 
by Mr. Cecil H. Smith. 
I have attempted to make the catalogue more instructive and inter- 
esting by grouping the objects into periods. In a final section I have placed 
objects whose precise date or artistic provenance is difficult to discover. 
My thanks on behalf of the Society are due to Sir Frederick Cook for 
the liberal support already alluded to. I have, moreover, received assistance 
in special points from Mrs. Esdaile, Mr. A. H. Smith, Dr. Amelung, 
Dr. Robert, and above all, from Professor Michaelis, who, with a kindness that 
has deeply touched me, has read the proofs of this article and generously 
given me the advantage of his immense experience and special knowledge. 
That he should have undertaken this labour, when he is not yet completely 
restored to health, is a welcome sign of his unflagging interest in the Efiglish 
collections. 
I only regret that I have not done better justice to many of Professor 
Michaelis's suggestions. But this article, begun in 1903 and then laid aside 
for four years, has had to be hurriedly finished, that not too long an interval 
should divide it from Professor Strzygowski's paper on the Graeco-Syrian 
Sarcophagus in this same collection. 
1.-Archaic. First Half of Ffth Century B.C. 
1 (= Michaelis 53). Female Head. Antique replica of a Pelopon- 
nesian work of about 480-460 B.C. (Plate I.) 
Total height : 24 cm. Length of face : 18 cm. Restored: nose, mouth, and 
chin ; the modern bust has lately been removed. Replicas: Lansdowne House, Mich. 
Fro. A. 
53=B.F.A.C. Cat. No. 11 p. 12; Vatican Mus. Chiaramonti xv, 363=Amelung Vat. 
Cat. i. p. 549 ; Vienna (from Ephesus, see von Schneider, Ausstellung von Fundstiicken 
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6 MRS. S. A. STRONG 
aus Ephesos, 1902, lp. 9, No. 4; cf. Wace in J. t.S. xxiii, 1903, p. 343, Fig. 12=here 
Fig. A); Madrid (Koepp, R•ba. Mitth. 1886, p. 201); Villa Albani (Koepp, op. cit.: the head is on a column in the garden ; it will shoitly appear in Arndt's Einzelauf- 
nahmen). Exhibited, Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1903 (see Cat. Greek Art, 1p. 10, 
No. 7 and Plate VII.). 
The hair is rolled back from the temples into a massive ball-like knot 
at the nape. The long oval, the strongly marked chin and high skull are 
strikingly individual. The large prominent eyes lie in one plane, as in 
archaic works. The expression is almost sullen. This replica loses consid- 
erably from the absence of the neck, which was long and well shaped (cf. 
especially the Ephesus example). The general character recalls works of the 
Argive school such as the Ligorio bronze in Berlin (in which Furtwangler 4 
recognizes an original of the school of the Argive Hagelaidas) and the 
bronze head of a boy, also in Berlin (Furtwangler, Meisterwerke, Taf. 32, 
pp. 675 foll.). Helbig on the other hand, in discussing the Chiaramonti 
replica (Fiihrer, No. 86) detects an affinity with the Olympia sculptures.5 
The large number of replicas shews that the original was celebrated. Other 
heads closely akin in character are at Copenhagen (Arndt. Glypt. de INy 
CarlsbeVg, Plates XXXI, XXXII, Fig. 29, and p. 49), in the Museo 
Torlonia (Arndt, op. cit. Figs. 21, 22), and in the British Museum (Cat. 1794). 
Finally a statue in the Museum of Candia (phot. Maraghiannis) with head 
very similar to the type under discussion affords a clear notion of what the 
figure was like to which the Richmond head belonged (Mariani, Bullet. 
Comun. 1897, p. 183; cf. Amelung, Museums of Rome, p. 260). 
? 2.-The Pheidian Period. 
2 (= Michaelis 50). Helmeted Head of Athena. (Plate I.) 
Total height: 0'43 cm. Length of face : 0-18 cm. Restored : front of the face, 
including nose, mouth, chin, and nearly the whole of both eyes, and a piece of hair on 
the left side. The curls that fall over the neck to the front are broken, as well as the 
hair that flowed over the back from under the helmet. The helmet has lost the 
sphinx that formed the crest, and the griffins on either side are broken. Literature: 
B.F.A.C. Cat. p. 257, No. 61. Replicas: (1) the head of the Hope Athena at 
Deepdene (Mich. Deepdene, No. 39; Furtwiingler, Masterpieces, pp. 75 ff. ; 
Joubin in Monuments et Mdmoires, iii. 1896, P1. II, pp. 27 ff. ; Clarac-Reinach, 
227, 3); (2) the head, known only from a cast at Dresden, Masterpieces, Fig. 25 A, 
Fig. 28. 
In spite of the many restorations and mutilations and of the bad 
condition of what surface remains, the head still bears witness to the 
grandeur of the original type, which has justly been referred to Pheidias 
by Furtwaingler (loc. cit.). Michaelis overlooked the fact that this was a 
replica of the head of the Athena represented by the Hope statue, which differs 
in sundry particulars from the similar' Athena Farnese,' in Naples (Clarac- 
Reinach, 226, 7; Masterpieces, Fig. 26). The body of the griffins is sketched 
4 50th WinckelmanusprogramnI ' Eine Argiv- 
ische Bronze,' pp. 125 ff. 
5 Wace, also,-was reminded by the Ephesus 
head of the Hesperid of the Olympia metope. 
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in relief on the helmet, instead of standing out in the round as in the 
Farnese statue. The eyelids of the Hope type are more delicate, the oval of 
the face longer and more refined. Furtwangler was persuaded that while 
the Hope type might be referred to Pheidias himself, the Farnese Athena 
was the creation of his pupil Alcamenes. Without venturing on so bold an 
attribution or so decisive a distinction, we yet feel that the differences 
between the two types are not merely such as a copyist might introduce, but 
are the outcome of the artist's own individual feelings. 
? 3.-Attic. The Second Half of Fifth Century. 
3 (= Michaelis 10). Stele of Timarete. (Plate II.) 
Height: 0-82 cm. Literature: Conze, Griechische Grabreliefs, 882 and Taf. 
CLXXIII. ; B.F.A.C. Cat. 31, and P1. XVI.; for the inscr. C.I.Gr. 7002. Marble: 
Pentelic. Breakages: the akroteria. The slab itself has been broken right across, 
just below the girl's head, and mended again ; the bird's head and the drapery on the 
lower part of the child's body have been rubbed and become rather indistinct. Formver 
owner: The chemist Dodd. Exhibited, B.F.A.C. in 1903. 
The stele terminates in a pediment that projects somewhat beyond the 
relief itself. The bottom of the stele has been left rough for insertion into a 
plinth. The beautiful design with its fine sense of space and composition 
requires no explanation. Timarete, a girl who has died untimely, shews a 
bird to a little child crouching in front of her. The spirit and technique 
recall the finer Attic stelai of the period of the Parthenon frieze. In spite 
of the damages noted above, the preservation is good. As often in reliefs 
of this period, the child is absurdly small in proportion to the principal 
figure. 
4 (= Michaelis 11). Maenad with the Tympanon. (Plate II.) 
Height: 0'54 cm. Marble: Pentelic. Breaklages: the relief, which belongs to a 
circular basis, adorned with several similar figures, has been cut away close to the 
figure. Replicas: see Hauser, Die Neu-Attischen Reliefs, p. 7, f. 1 (reverse of 
Amphora of Sosibios in the Louvre), 4 (Amnelung, Vat. Cat. Mus. Chiaram. 182), 6, 8 
(Madrid, see Winter, 50th Winckelmannsprogramm), 9. Literature: Hauser, loc. cit. 
p. 13, No. 12; B.F.A.C. Cat. p. 15, No. 16, and Plate XVI. Exhibited, B.F.A.C. 
1903. 
The Bacchante, who holds the tympanon in her left hand ready to strike 
it with her right, is one of a well known group of types (Hauser's Type 27) 
that occur repeatedly on the reliefs of the New Attic school. In the present 
instance the pose of the head, the movement of body and drapery, are 
rendered with a force and distinction of line not always found in this class of 
reliefs, where the types of earlier Attic art were too often repeated 
mechanically for mere ornamental purposes. The extraordinary elegance 
of the forms, the grand rushing movement, the sweeping curves of the lines, 
the clinging transparent draperies, shew that the original belonged to the 
school which produced the famous Nike of Paionios at Olympia and kindred 
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works (Amelung, iMuseums, p. 22, p. 95, p. 214). The beautiful figure once 
formed part of a large composition comprising probably as many as eight 
Maenads grouped, it may be, round Dionysus and Ariadne. (See Winter, 
loc. cit. p. 112 f.; Amelung, Museums, p. 214.) An imitation, on a much 
smaller scale, of part of the original design seems preserved on the lovely 
round altar in Lansdowne House (Hauser, p. 11, No. 12; Michaelis, L. H., 
No. 58), from which, however, the figure now under discussion is absent. The 
series to which the present figure belonged was evidently on a much reduced 
scale, less than half the height, for instance, of the magnificent Maenad 
Chimairophonos from a similar cycle, in the Palazzo dei Conservatori (height, 
1 m. 42, Amelung, Museums, Fig. 116). Along the basis runs a delicate 
astrgcalos moulding. 
. 
4.-Schools of the Fou9'th Century B.C. 
5 (not in Michaelis). Statue of Apollo. (Plates III. and IV.) 
Height: 1 m. 74. Restorations: part of trunk and quiver (part antique); right 
hand with arrow and left forearm ; the antique head has been broken and set on again. 
Replicas: see Furtwangler, Masterpieces, p. 354, note 4. Literature: Furtwaingler, 
loc. cit." Former colls.: Shugborough and Stowe. From the words 'Stowe' and 
'Antinous' inscribed in gilt letters on the modern base, it appears that the statue 
was once in the Stowe collection ; it is probably identical with the ' Antinous' (Stowe 
Cat. by H. R. Foster, p. 265) 'a very fine specimen of antique sculpture' purchased 
at the Stowe sale by a Mr. J. Browne of University Str.' 7 
This statue was first noted and described by Furtwaingler (50th 
Winckcelmacnnsprogramm, p. 152, note 92, cf. Masterpieces 1.c.) and connected 
by him with an original of the fourth century B.c. which, in contrast to the 
innovations of the Praxitelean and Scopasian schools, preserves or revives 
characteristics of old Argive art. In spite of the rounded modelling which 
clearly proclaims the manner of the fourth century, the great breadth of the 
shoulders as compared with the waist recalls the archaic 'canon' familiarly 
connected with the name of Hagelaidas. Moreover, Furtwiingler identifies 
the artist of the original with Euphranor, a native of Corinth, who seems to 
6 C. Waldstein proposes to recognize in this 
Apollo a work of the Praxitelean school (see 
Illustratcd London Newcs, July, 1903). 
7 Prof. Michaelis writes to me quoting a 
letter from the late Dr. A. S. Murray informing 
him of 'a marble statue of an Apollo sold at 
Christie's, 23 February, 1883, with a head 
much like that of Antinous, and restored in 
several places; it was formerly in the Shug- 
borough collection, afterwards in the possession 
of Mr. Angerstein, with which [sic] it was sold 
and was bought by Mr. Cook at Richmond.' 
This is evidently the Apollo catalogued above. 
We must therefore suppose that at the dispersal 
of the Shugborough collection soon after 1802 
(see Michaelis, Anc. Marbles, p. 126) the Apollo 
found its way to Stowe. The statue in the 
Shugborough collection with which it should 
probably be identified is, as Prof. Michaelis 
points out to me, the 'Adonis' (Anc. Marbles, 
p. 70, n. 174)-but in the Stowe Coll. it 
received, as the modern lettering shows, the 
name of Antinous. This Stowe Antinous was, 
according to Foster's catalogue, purchased by a 
Mr. J. Browne, from whose possession it must 
then have passed into that of Mr. W. Anger- 
stein. In Christie's Catalogue of the Angerstein 
sale it figures as ' an antique statue of Apollo, 
on statuary marble pedestal. From Stowe.' 
(Lot 204, purchased for ?194 5s.) 
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have worked mainly in Athens, and might therefore well combine Argive 
characteristics with the Attic manner. He flourished about 362 B.c. The 
subject is known to be Apollo from the attributes. In the replica at 
Lansdowne House," for instance (Michaelis, L. H. 32), which is one of 
the most complete, Apollo wears a laurel wreath which, though it may be 
the copyist's addition, shews that the original was believed to be an Apollo. 
In the present replica, a small part of the quiver is antique. The best 
known of the many replicas is the elegant but lifeless statue, perhaps of the 
Hadrianic period, in the Gabinetto delle Maschere of the Vatican (No. 443, 
Amelung, Museums p. 98; Furtwiingler, op. cit. Fig. 153). 
6 (= Michaelis 3 a). Statue of Heracles. (Plate V.) 
Total height : 1"28; 
h. of pedestal: 0"09 
cm. Restorations, &c. : a piece in the 
middle of the club. The head, the r. arm from the elbow, and part of the legs are 
broken but antique. Replicas: Palazzo Sciarra, Matz-Duhn, i. 118. Former coll. : 
Lord Stratford de Redcliffe (1786-1880), identical with the statue sold at Christie's 
in 1878 for ?110.9 Provenance: Constantinople. Literature: R. P. Hartwig, Herakles 
mit dem Fillihorn, p. 52. 
Heracles is represented bearded and wears 
a.wreath 
of broad leaves tied 
together at the back with a fillet, the ends of.which are seen on either 
shoulder. The lion skin is thrown over his left arm, which holds a cornucopiae ; 
the r. hand rests on the club. The weight is borne by the r. leg; the 1. leg is 
placed forward at ease. The pose recalls a whole series of statues of the 
Attic School, of which the Lansdowne Heracles (Furtwingler, JMasterpieces, 
Fig. 125) is one of the best known. The soft forms of the present statue and 
the sinuous line of the torso suggest an Attic original of the fourth century, 
while the crisp hair and the deep-set eyes recall Scopas. For a kindred type 
from the Praxitelean School see Masterpieces, Fig. 145. The actual statue 
before us is of late probably Roman execution; the detail of the fruit and 
the somewhat sensational treatment of the lion skin are probably due to the 
copyist. For Heracles with the horn of plenty, which he carries as early as 
on a votive relief of the fourth century from Thebes, see Furtwangler ap. 
Roscher 2187. 
7 (=Michaelis 5). Statuette of Zeus or Asklepios. (Plate V.) 
Height : 
0"70 
cm. Marble: Italian. Restorations: neck, right arm with 
shoulder, thunderbolt, pedestal with both feet and omphalos, fingers of left hand, and 
patches in the drapery. The head seems antique, but is of a different marble and does 
not belong to the statue. The modius is in great part modern. Former collection: Franz Pulszky. 
1 In the dining-room, unfortunately still un- 
published, except for Clarac (=Clarac-Reinach, 
241, 1). 
9 See Christie's Sale Catalogue, June 29, 
1878, p. 8, Lot 50 c: 'An Antique Statue of 
Hercules, the head wreathed with vine leaves, 
holding a club in his right hand, in his left a 
cornucopiae; the lion's skin on the trunk of a 
tree at his side, 4 ft. 3 in. h. This figure 
which is in fine condition, represents a new 
and interesting type of Hercules (from Con- 
stantinople). This description and the height 
place the identity with the Cook statue beyond 
doubt. 
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The hand is planted on the hip in a manner familiar from statues of 
Asklepios, cf. Clarac-Reinach 566, 3 (Wilton House) and the examples in 
B•pertoire ii, 32-36. The nobility of the pose and the throw of the drapery 
make the interpretation of Zeus possible. The modius, however, cannot be 
taken to indicate a Zeus Sarapis, since the head is foreign to the statue. 
8 (not in Michaelis). Porphyry Bust of Sarapis, after Bryaxis. 
(Fig. 1. p. 3.) 
Height : about 20 cm. Replicas : the 33 replicas of this type are enumerated by 
Amelung, Rcv. Archdol. 1903, ii. pp. 189-194. 
The execution of the bust in porphyry seems to point to an Egyptian 
origin, and in effect it is an exact replica of the upper portion of the cele- 
brated type of Sarapis known from so many examples, and referred with 
almost absolute certainty to the famous cultus statue of the Sarapeum at 
Alexandria, executed by the Attic sculptor Bryaxis, a contemporary of 
Scopas (Robert, art. Bryaxis in Pauly-Wissowa). The best known of these 
images is the bust in the Sala dei Busti of the Vatican (No. 298: Amelung, 
Museums p. 91). The famous bust in the Sala Rotonda (No. 549) is a 
somewhat later variant (Amelung, loc. cit. p. 194). The god, -who was seated, 
was clad in a chiton which just fell over the right shoulder, leaving the arm 
bare; over the lower part of the body was thrown a heavy himation which 
was brought round across the back and fell over the left shoulder. The 
Sarapis of Bryaxis is the subject of an admirable paper by Amelung 
referred to above. To Dr. Amelung also I owe the identification of the 
present bust. 
A graceful female (?) head of archaistic type (8a) has been curiously 
adjusted by a modern restorer to this bust of a male god. 
9 (= Michaelis 42). Torso of a Satyr. (Plate VI.) 
Height : about *60 cm. Marble : Greek. Breakages: the chest has flaked away. 
Replicas : Clarac-Reinach, 395, 1 anl 3. 
This is a fragment of a replica of the famous Satyr of the Tribuna of the 
Udfizi, beating time with his foot on the KcpoUvrr7iLoP or wooden double sole. 
From a Maenad on the lid of the Casali Sarcophagus (now in the Ny Carlsberg 
Museum at Copenhagen; Baumeister, Denlcmiler, i. p. 442, fig. 492), who uses 
the 
,cpovr'e'iov 
and at the same time plays the double flute, it would seem 
that the Satyr should be restored with the double flute and not, as in the 
Uffizi example, with castanets (see Amelung, Fiihrer durch die Antiken 
in Florenz, p. 44). The original, which is not impossibly the example in 
the Uffizi, belongs to about the middle of the third century B.C. 
10 (= Michaelis 43). Male Torso. (Plate VI.) 
Height: 0"39. Marble: 
Greek. 
On the left shoulder are traces of a taenia (?), of hair (?), or of a skin (?). 
Possibly a Heracles (tentatively suggested by Michaelis). The right arm was 
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lowered, the left extended and somewhat raised to rest on a pillar or other 
object. The motive points to the fourth century, but the hard exaggerated 
rendering of the muscles is characteristic of a later date. 
11 (=Michaelis 2). Statue of Aphrodite. ('Venus Mazarin.' 
Plates VII. and VIII.) 
Total height: 1 m. 80 cm. Restorations and breakages: half the knot of hair, 
pieces of each breast, part of the dolphin's tail, are restored. The head and the right 
arm holding the drapery are broken, but belong to the statue. In the back are the 
traces of gun-shots which struck the statue during the Revolution when the happy 
'precaution had been taken to turn the face of the goddess to the wall.' The statue is 
otherwise in admirable preservation. Three marks on. the back of the dolphin shew 
that an Eros probably stood here. Marble : fine so-called Parian. Former owners: 
Coll. Mazarin, Mons. de Beaujon (on the modern history of the statue consult 
Michaelis). Replica: the nearest is Clarac-Reinach, 325, 6. 
There are numerous statues of a similar type (see Bernoulli, Aphrodite, 
pp. 248 ff.), but none that can be exactly called a replica. All these statues 
with their slightly varying motive evidently derive from the Cnidian Aphrodite 
of Praxiteles, to which a new character is imparted by letting the drapery 
partially enfold the lower part of the body. The movement of the left arm 
and of the hand that grasps the drapery in front of the body is closely 
imitated from the nude statue; the other arm, which in the Cnidian statue 
would be lowered to drop the drapery on the vase, is somewhat raised and 
holds the other end of the drapery away from the body. It should be noted 
that the action of the arms of the Cnidian statue is reversed in the present 
example, as it is in the greater number of the standing Aphrodites of this 
type, e.g. the Capitoline, the Medicean, etc. 
Lately the attempt has been made by S. Reinach to trace the similar 
statue of the Vatican Belvedere dedicated by Sallustia (Amelung, Vat. Cat. 
ii, p. 112, 42) back to a bronze Aphrodite by Praxiteles which, according to 
Pliny, xxxiv. 69, had stood in front- of the Templum Felicitatis (Rev. Arch. 
1904, pp. 376 f. and Fig. 1), but Amelung (1.c.) has shewn what are the 
objections to this theory. 
12 (=Michaelis 6). Small group of Dionysus Supporting Himself on 
Seilenus. (Plate IX.) 
Height: 0"70 cm. 
Marble : Greek. Restorations: iight arm of Dionysus (some 
of the broken parts may be antique); his feet; the pedestal (only a small part is 
antique) ; the noses of both figures. Replicas: Windsor, vol. xxvii. fol. 28, No. 22 
(so Michaelis). Former collections: Grimani, Fejdrv6ary and Franz Pulszky. Literature: 
Clarac-Reinach, 130, 1; Annali, 1854, p. 81. (It has escaped both Reinach and 
Michaelis that the Grimani-Fejdrvary group and the Richmond example are identical.) 
L. Milani ' Dionysos di Prassitele' in Maseo di Antichita Classica, iii. 1890, P. 788. 
This type of group was formerly named 'Socrates and Alcibiades,' 
a favourite name for similar groups since the time of the Renaissance.10 
The curious composition is a variant of groups of Dionysus and a Satyr such 
10 Andreas Fulvius, Antiquitates Urbis (1527) 
fol. xxxv, already mentions a Socratis statua 
Alcibiadem anmplexantis (note by Professor 
Michaelis.) 
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as the colossal Ludovisi group (Helbig, Fiihrer, 880), the Chiaramonti group 
(Helbig, 112; Amelung, Cat. 588) or the group in the Uffizi (Amelung, 
Filhre"r, 140)11 which derive from a Dionysus of the Praxitelean school, with his right hand brought over his head and his left arm supported on the 
trunk of a tree (cf. the Praxitelean Apollo Lykeios). Seilenus, whose head is 
of the usual bearded type with snub nose, is completely clothed in the 
XtTWv Xopato?,• 
the shaggy coat of skins regularly worn by the Papposeilenus 
of the Satyric drama. Cp. the group in Athens of Seilenus with the child 
Dionysus in Arndt-Bruckmann, Einzelaufnahmen, No. 643. 
13 (= Michaelis 4). Torso of Aphrodite. (Plate IX.) 
Height: 0"31 
cm. Marble: Island, of a beautiful transparent quality. P,roieooanlc: 
Athens. (?) 
The goddess was apparently represented with her right arm raised to 
her head, and the left arm lowered, but the motive is not clear. Copy of a 
fourth century type. Insignificant Workmanship; the absence of proportion 
between the small upper body, the heavy hips and long thighs has been 
commented on by Michaelis. 
14 (= Michaelis 41). Statuette of Aphrodite. (Plate IX.) 
Height : 0"92 cm. 
Restorations ancl breakages: head, fingers of right hand, the 
feet, and the pedestal, with the greater part of the dolphin ; the legs are mended (left 
knee new). The right arm has been broken off and put on again ; the first and fourth 
fingers of the hand are broken; the left forearm which, according to -Michaelis, 
belonged to the statue, has disappeared. 
The statue is insignificant both in type and workmanship. It is one of 
many variants which derive more or less remotely from the Capitoline and 
Medicean statues (cf. the 53 examples of Aphrodite with the dolphin enu- 
inerated by Bernoulli, Aphrodite, pp. 229-234). 
15 (= Michaelis 47). Double Bust of Dionysus and Alexander. (-) (Fig. 2.) 
Hleiyght: 0-23 cm. Marble : Greek. R1estorations: tip of the nose of Dionlysus; 
the other restorations referred to by Michaelis have been taken away. Provenance: 
Rome.(?) 
This term must, I think, be identical with (and not merely similar 
to, as was suggested by Michaelis) the one published by Gerhard, AAntike 
BiZdwerke, Plate CCCXVIII (Text, p. 408: 'Dionysos und Ares; dieser mit 
Fliigelhelm, jener mit fliessendem Bart und Weinbekranzung. In Rom 
gezeichnet '). The leaves of the wreath are not oak (Michaelis), but vine; 
the horns, however, seem to be absent in this.example, but the reproduction 
in Gerhard is so poor that it is difficult to tell whether they actually existed 
in the bust or are merely a fancy of the draughtsman. 
Lately M. S. Reinach 12 has interpreted the Gerhard herm as a double 
bust of Dionysus and Alexander, from the likeness of the beardless head to 
11 Cf. also G. Cultrera, S agi sull' Arlte Elletn- 
istica, i. p. 83 ff. 
'" Revue Archdologique, 1906, ii. pp. 1 if. 
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the beautiful portrait of Alexander in the Dattari collection at Cairo first 
described by O. Rubensohn.1s As the Dattari head, however, has the horns of 
Ammon on the helmet, M. Reinach surmised that the draughtsman who drew 
the Gerhard double bust had by a misunderstanding turned the horns into 
wings. In presence of the Richmond example and of its photographic 
reproduction we must admit that the draughtsman was correct, but as 
the beardless head unmistakably resembles the portraits of Alexander, 
M. Reinach is probably right in his alternative suggestion that the wings-- 
k ma, N. 
......... 
Ale, 
We 
"OP, 
V. 
Fi4. 2.-DOUBLE TERMINAL BUST OF DIONYSUS AND ALEXANDER Ol HERMES. (15) 
which replace the Ammon horns so appropriate to Alexander-are a 
modification due to the ancient copyists. 
The Dattari and Richmond 'Alexanders' have in common the great 
breadth of face, the impressively modelled brow and deeply sunk eyes. It is 
not certain, however, that the sculptor of what we may venture to call the 
Gerhard-Richmond head intended to give a portrait of the king; from his 
substituting the wings of Hermes for the horns of Ammon on the helmet it 
is very possible that he consciously transformed the portrait into an image of 
Hermes.14 The helmet is worn over a leather cap with broad cheek-pieces, 
apparently made of leather thongs sewn together. 
1: Archaeol. Anzeiger, 1905, p. 67. 
1" To my regret, insufficient photographs were 
taken of this interesting bust; I hope, how- 
ever, to publish it again in different aspects. 
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The head of Dionysus goes back to a fine original created in the 
Scopasian or Lysippean schools. 
It is true also that the beardless head seems in Gerhard to have the 
nose intact; but from its outline this nose must be modern, while the 
breakage and the rusty iron pin shew plainly that a modern nose has been 
removed from the Richmond example. On the coupling of Alexander with 
Dionysus or the 'Libyan Bacchus,' see S. Reinach, op. cit. p. 6. 
. 
5.-Greek Art in Asia Minor and Hellenistic Art. 
16 (= Michaelis 40). Statue of Aphrodite crouching in the bath 
attended by Eros. (Plate X.) 
Height : 1'15 cm. Length of face : 0"19 
cm. IRestored: right arm and left hand 
with wrist; the left foot (which the restorer has irrelevantly covered with a sandal, 
though the goddess is bathing) ; toes of the right foot. Nearly the whole of the swan 
(the neck only is-antique). The left leg of the Eros was once restored, but is now lost; 
the wings are modern, but their attachments are antique. The head is much damaged 
by exposure to the weather. The pedestld is modern. Marble: coarse Parian. 
Literatmre: Cavaceppi, Raccolta, vol. ii. No. 60: Claiac, 627, 14, 11= Clarac-Reinach, 
338 ; Bernoulli, p. 316, No. 10 ; Welcker, Kunstmuseum, p. 61. 1Replicas : list of the 
26 examples cited by Bernoulli has been much increased, cf. Klein, Praxiteles, pp. 270 ff. 
Though the type is one of the commonest, exact replicas are rare. The Richmond 
example seems to repeat in every detail the torso from Vienne, in the Louvre. Former 
owners: the sculptor, Bartolommeo Cavaceppi, Lord Anson (George, Baron Anson, the,: 
admiral, 1697-1762) at Shugborough Hall in Staffordshire. 
A coarse but not ineffective copy of an Aphrodite executed about the 
middle of the third century B.C. by Doidalsas, a native of Bithynia. The 
best of the numerous replicas seems to be the well known one in the Louvre, 
though the head and both arms are lost. To the two main types of the crouch- 
ing Aphrodite, with the variants noted by Bernoulli (Aphrodite, pp. 314 ff.), 
must be added a third with both arms raised to the head, a motive which by 
disclosing the breast recalls the Argive schools of the fifth century. The 
only satisfactory example known to me of this type with the upraised arms 
is the statue now at Windsor in the collection of H.M. the King, which I 
hope shortly to publish in this journal [Michaelis, Osborne, No. 5; Reinach, 
Ripertoire ii. 371]. The more usual type, represented by the present statue, 
recalls a favourite motive of the Lysippean school by which one of the arms 
is brought across the breast, as for instance in the Apoxyomenos.15 Cf. Ldowy,. 
Lysipp und seine Stellung, p. 29. The lack of restraint in the treatment 
of the nude both in this and in the Paris example points to a Graeco-Asiatic 
rather than to a purely Greek school (cf. also G. Cultrera, Saggi sull' arte 
Ellenistica e Greco-Romnana),'1 while the number of replicas and more or less 
exact imitations postulates a renowned original. Now when Pliny (xxxvi. 34) 
is enumerating the statues in the Temple of Jupiter adjoining the Porticus 
* So too in the Medicean Aphrodite, which 
Mahler has lately traced back to the school of 
Lysippus (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad6mie des 
Inscr. 1905, p. 623). 
1" Amelung, Museums, 1p. 96, excellently 
analyses the type. 
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Octaviae, he mentions three statues of Aphrodite. The first of these was by 
Philiskos. The other two Pliny describes as follows: Venerem lavantem sese 
Daedalsas stantem Polycharmus. In the name Daedalsas given by the best 
codex M. Th. Reinach has astutely recognized, on the evidence of inscriptions, 
the Bithynian Doidalsas 17 who flourished in the third century B.C. (see Robert 
art.' Doidalsas' in Pauly-Wissowa). It is therefore more than probable that 
the original of our replicas, which moreover appears on the coinage both of 
Bithynia and of Amisus in Pontus, is that of the Bithynian Doidalsas (see S. 
Reinach in Pro Alesia, Nov.-Dec. 1906, p. 69). This collection also possesses, 
as we shall see, a copy of the third Aphrodite noted by Pliny in the same 
passage. 
17 (not in Michaelis). Statuette of Aphrodite. (Plate X.) 
Height : 35 cm., including pedestal. Restorations: both arms and both legs 
with the urn and the drapery; the head has been broken off and a new piece of 
neck inserted on the left side ; but the head is antique and belongs to the body. 
Replicas: Bernoulli, Aphrodite, pp. 329-338 ; Reinach, Repertoire, i. 327, 334, 338 ; ii. 
347-349, 804, 806; iii, 107, 256, 257. Exact replicas, however, are rare, but the same 
motive runs through the whole series. Exhibited, B.F.A.C., 1903 (Cat. p. 15, 
No. 17). 
The motive has been explained as Aphrodite unloosening with her right 
hand the sandal of her left raised foot. The type must have been one of the 
most popular in antiquity; Bernoulli in 1873 gave a list of 36 statues 
and statuettes with similar pose; in 1887 M. S. Reinach brought the number 
up to 70 (Nicropole de Myr'ina, text to P1. V) and made further additions in 
his RJpertoire (1. c.). In a number of the bronze replicas, where the feet are 
generally preserved, the sandal is frequently absent,18 and the goddess 
is apparently imagined as standing in the water and washing her heel. In 
the marble statues, which have mostly lost legs and feet, it is difficult to tell 
whether this motive or that of the sandal was intended. In the present 
instance the roundness of the forms points to an original of a later date, in 
the manner of the Asia Minor or Alexandrian schools. There is much to 
commend M. S. Reinach's identification of this type as the 'standing' 
Aphrodite of Polycharmos mentioned by Pliny, xxxvi. 34, as being, 
together with the Aphrodite of Doidalsas, in the Temple of Jupiter adjoining 
the Porticus Octaviae. But, as noted above under No. 16, in discussing the 
Aphrodite of Doidalsas, the Plinian passage is a much vexed one. The words 
stantem Polycharmus are vague and unsatisfactory, because, as M. Reinach 
points out, to qualify the statue of Polycharmus as 'standing' is inadequate, 
if not 'incomprehensible,' since the majority of statues of Aphrodite are of 
a standing type. Therefore several editors of Pliny felt compelled to assume a 
lacuna between stantem and Polycharmus,19 which Reinach now proposes to 
fill up with the words pede in uno; this Aphrodite 'standing on one foot' would 
17 Gazette des Beaux Arts, 1897, i. p. 314. 
1s For instance the two examples in the Brit. 
Mus. from Patras (No. 282) and Paramythia 
(No. 280). 
19 S. Reinach, 'La Vinus d'Alesia' in Pro 
Alesia, Nov.-Dec. 1905, pp. 65 ff. 
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then be the famous original of the numerous replicas noted above. If we 
may further suppose with Reinach that Polycharmos, whose name does not 
occur outside the Plinian passage, was, like Doidalsas, an Asiatic, his 
authorship of the type in question becomes probable. 
18 (not in Michaelis). Statuette of Aphrodite. (Plate X.) 
Total height : 74 cm. Restorations: the head and all the extremities, with the 
pedestal and base, only the torso being antique. 
Insignificant replica of the same type as the preceding. 
19 (= Michaelis 62). Draped Female Statue. (Plate XI.) 
Height : 1*35 cm. Marble : Greek. (?) Restorations aad breakages : the statue is 
let into a modern plinth ; the right foot, perhaps worked out of a separate piece of 
marble, is missing; the head and both the arms (originally worked out of a different 
piece of marble) are lost ; the folds of the himation are a good deal chipped and worn 
in places. 
The pose is at once elegant and dignified. The weight of the figure is 
thrown on to the left foot, and the right leg is placed somewhat to the side 
and at ease, thus imparting a trailing grace to the figure and throwing the 
heavy folds that fall between the feet into rich curving lines. The left arm, 
now lost, held one end of the cloak against the hip. The right arm appears 
to have been extended, probably so as to rest on a sceptre; the back of the 
statue is left curiously rough and unfinished, so that the figure must have 
been placed within a niche. The transparent drapery scarcely veils the 
elegant and slender forms. The manner in which the himation is caught 
round the neck into a band is characteristic of Pergamene sculpture (e.g. the 
Eos and numerous female figures on the great frieze of the giants from 
Pergamon); so too is the manner in which the vertical folds of this garment 
shew beneath the diagonal folds of the himation. The high girding, close 
under the breast, and the way in which the folds at the upper edge of the 
himation are gathered into a heavy roll recall the Asiatic schools. I incline 
to regard the statue, which has considerable charm and freshness, as an 
original dating from the latter half of the third century B.c. Though we 
must admit with Michaelis that 'the execution is by no means very fine,' the 
statue has none of the dryness of a copy. 
20 (not in Michaelis). Statue of Hygieia. (Plate XI.) 
Height : 1 m. 71. Marble: Greek. Breakages : the left forearm. JProvenance : 
Porto d'Anzio. Former owner: Ch. Newton-Robinson, Esq. Literature : Reinach, 
Rdpertoire, iii, 91. 
The technical treatment, the individuality of the somewhat heavy 
features, the fringed veil thrown over the head, shew that we have here the 
portrait perhaps of a priestess, in the character of Hygieia. The left arm 
with the snake wound round it and holding the patera is a common motive 
in statues of Hygieia (cf. Rdpertoire, i.c.) The high girding and the throw of 
the drapery suggest an affinity with works like the 'Themis' by Kaikosthenes, 
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found at Rhamnus in Attica (Athens, Nat. Mus. Cat. 263; Reinach, Rdpertoire, 
ii. 244, 4). Such types derive from classical models, but they are dry and 
academic in feeling, and consequently difficult to date. They were adapted 
to portraits of priestesses and later to portraits of Roman ladies, far down 
into the Roman period. Prof. Michaelis points out to me that the figure 
seems connected stylistically with the series of female statues from Asia- 
Minor, once in the Arundel collection, and now at Oxford (Michaelis, Oxford, 
1-9). 
21 (= Michaelis 67). Funeral Stele of Archippos. (Plate XII.) 
Height : 1 54 cm. ; greatest breadth : 0'62 cm. Marble : yellowish grey. Restored: 
nose and the second finger of the right hand; the big toe of the left foot is broken. 
Literature : Museo Grimani, pl. 27; B.F.A.C. Cat. no. 56 and Plate XXXIX.; 
Jahrbuch des Arch. Inst. xx. 105, p. 55, Fig. 10a. Provenance: Smyrna (?). 
Former collection : Palazzo Grimani-Spago, Venice. Exhibited: Burlington Fine Arts 
Club, 1903. 
Archippos, flanked by two servants of diminutive stature who lean up 
against the pillars which form the niche, is represented as beardless and 
wears chiton, cloak, and sandals. With his right hand he touches the wreath 
which has presumably been bestowed upon him for civic services. The 
inscription which is distributed between the laurel wreath beneath the 
pediment and the architrave runs: 0 8")o9 "ApXv7r7rov Alovo9 (C.I.G. vol. ii. 
3224). On a tall sepulchral column of the Ionic order in the background 
stands a sepulchral urn with graceful handles. This stele, together with 
No. 22, belongs to a well-known class of sepulchral monuments from the 
south of Asia Minor and the neighbouring islands, which have lately been 
exhaustively discussed by Ernst Pfuhl (' Das Beiwerk auf den ostgriechischen 
Grabreliefs' in Jahrbuch des Arch. Instituts, xx. 1905, pp. 47-96 and 
pp. 123-155). The architectural features are fairly constant. A low basis 
with top and bottom mouldings supports the actual niche which is formed 
by two columns and an architrave. Above this runs a broad band variously 
adorned with a wreath and one or two rosettes. Above this again comes the 
pediment. Pfuhl sees in this type of sepulchral monument a combination of 
the vato-ioov or shrine of an earlier period with the high rosette stele of which 
there are numerous examples. The urn and columns shew that here, as 
invariably in these Asia Minor stelai, the dead is imagined to be standing 
near to, or actually within (see No. 22), his own sepulchral monument. 
22 (=Michaelis 68). Funeral Stele of Phila. (Plate XII.) 
Height : 1*47 cm. ; breadth : 0-63 cm. Marble : same as 21. Provenance : same 
and from the same collection as No. 21. Literature: Pfuhl loc. cit. p. 129, No. 25. 
Inscription : C.I.G. vol. ii. 3253. 
This stele is almost the exact counterpart of the stele of Archippos; in 
the pediment, instead of a shield, is a quatrefoil rosette and the architrave 
has no dentils. Phila, a figure evidently influenced by a Praxitelean motive, 
sits completely wrapped in her veil, her right foot resting on a footstool, her 
H.S.-VOL. XXVIII. C 
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left leg drawn back. In front of her a little maiden holds a large open casket, 
at her side a still smaller maiden holds a distaff. As Archippos stands by 
his sepulchral column and urn, so Phila sits within her own sepulchral 
chamber, indicated by a wall with a shelf upon which stands an open 
triplychon. Excellent example of an Asia Minor stele. 
23 (= Michaelis 69). Funeral Stele of Epiktesis. (Plate XII.) 
tHeight : 1"07 
cm.; greatest breadth 0-65 em. Ma rble : Greek. Collection : same 
as two preceding numbers. Inscription: C.I.G. vol. i. 669. 
The stele, though its architecture differs from that of 21 and 22, 
evidently belongs to the same class of monument. 
Epiktesis, who stands fronting the spectator, with the usual little maiden 
holding the jewel-case at her side, is draped in a manner that at once recalls 
the central figure on the slab with three Muses standing of the Mantinean 
basis (J.H.S. 1907, p. 111, Fig. 9; cf. also the exquisite figure from an Attic 
stele, Athens, Cent. Mus., 1005, brought within the same Praxitelean series 
by Amelung, Basis des Praxiteles aus 2iMantinea, p. 46, Fig. 23). This 
adherence to Praxitelean models is specially characteristic of art in the 
nearer Graeco-Orient, and has lately been shewn by Strzygowski to persist 
right down to the period of the Sidamara Sarcophagi (J.H.S. loc. cit. p. 112). 
Rough, summary work, especially in the drapery. 
24 (= Michaelis 70). Fragment of an Asia Minor Stele. (Fig. 3.) 
Height : 0*47 em'. Provenance : Asia Minor (?) or the Greek Islands (?). 
A draped figure standing in the attitude of Epiktesis on No. 23. 
25 (= Michaelis 70). Fragment of Sepulchral Relief. (Plate XIII.) 
Height: 0-47 cm. ; greatest breadth : 67 em. Marble: Greek. Breakage: the 
top of the stele with the head of the figure and two-thirds of the right side have 
been broken away. Provenance : Sicily. 
A woman stands again in a Praxitelean attitude which is closely imitated 
from the prototype of such figures as the 'Matron from Herculaneum' 
(J.H.S. 1907, p. 112, Fig. 110 - the resemblance was already noted by 
Michaelis). At her side, the attendant maiden, holding a fan in her left 
hand, and a basket in her right, is carved in very low relief. Though the 
stele is said to have come from Sicily, the style points in this case also to 
Asia Minor. 
26 ( = Michaelis 2"). Lower half of Statue of Nymph holding Shell. 
(Plate XIII.) 
Height : 0 90 em. Marble : Greek. 
The nymph who held the shell in front of her with both hands, sup- 
porting it lightly on the knot into which her drapery is gathered, belongs to a 
familiar class of figures (see Reinach, Redy. ii. 405) though it cannot be claimed 
as the replica of any one of them. It comes nearest to the statue in the 
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Louvre, Reinach, Fig. 3 (loc. cit.), but is not identical. The drapery of the 
present copy is executed with decorative skill and the shell-like arrangement 
Ai, 
...... ...... 
.ox 
FIG. 3.-DRAPED FEMALE FIGURE FROM AN ASIA MINOR STELE. (24) 
of the folds has meaning and charm. The work, however, is probably not 
earlier than the Roman period. 
27 (not in Michaelis). Boy with Duck or Goose. (Plate XIV.) 
Height : 51 cm.; breadth : 58 cm. Marble: Italian fine-grained white marble (Amelung). 
Provenance: unknown. Restorations: right arm from the shoulder, tip of the nose, a 
patch on the right ear, middle finger of the left hand; big toe of the left foot ; right 
foot; almost the whole basis (Amelung). Literature: Vienna Jahreshefte, vi. 1903, 
p. 230 (R. Herzog, from a communication of Amelung). Replicas : the twelve replicas 
are noted and described by Herzog (loc. cit.).2o 
2 I incline to think that the Richmond 
example may be identical either with Herzog 
5 or 6, belonging respectively to the sculptor 
Cavaceppi and to the Marquis Giugni. See 
Ernest Gardner 'Statuette representing a boy 
and goose' in J.H.S. vi. 1885, 'p. 6, Nos. 29 
and 30. 
c2 
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The motive of the statue has long been familiar from the numerous 
replicas, the best of which seems to be the one discovered at Ephesus at the 
S.W. angle of the Roman agora during the Austrian excavations of the year 
1896 (Herzog, loc. cit. Taf. 8; cf. Wace, J.H.S. xxiii. 1903, p. 348, Fig. 14, 
Fig. B). Herzog's attempt to identify this group as the boy with the 
X-vaX ,rryq?, or fox-goose,21 described by Herondas in the temple of Asklepios 
at Cos 22 has much in its favour. The subject of a boy with a goose or a 
duck was, it is true, specially popular, and must have been treated with 
variations by numberless artists (E. A. Gardner in J.H.S. vi. 1885, pp. 1 ff.). 
Yet the frequent repetition of the present motive shews that it derives from 
some famous original, while there is surely a special significance in the fact that 
FIG. B.-CHILD WITH GOOSE. (Vienna.) 
an excellent and life-like copy was found at Ephesus, which is comparatively 
near Cos (cf. Herzog, p. 215, n. 1). Herzog prefers to see in the group a mere 
genre subject, but I incline to interpret it-in accordance with a suggestion 
already put forward by S. Reinach (in connexion with the copy after Boethos 
of Chalcedon of a boy wrestling with a goose, likewise preserved in numerous 
replicas 23)-as the child Asklepios playing with the goose sacred to himself. 
However much the 'boy with the goose' may have been treated in later 
times merely as a genre subject, it seems more than probable that the motive 
originated in a child Asklepios. In the Renaissance, likewise, the child 
21 For the X2rYax•rc6n, an Egyptian species of 
small goose, see Herzog, op. cit. 
'22 xnv XnaAdvera 's rb ?watrov 7ri-e Iwpb 
ivP rowi-p yoiv e 'T i41 u AlOos 'ropyov I j)Pers 
AaAh-ee .. . . . . 
23 evue de ' Universit. de Bruxelles, vi. 
1901, pp. 9 ff. (' L'Enfant 1l'oie.') Reinach, 
indeed, had proposed tentatively to identify the 
original of Boethos with the 'Aalhrc Lbs vars of 
the same artist, known from two metrical in- 
scriptions; but see C. Robert (art. Boethos in 
Pauly-Wissowa, 604 f.) against the identifica- 
tion of the Coan group with the boy strangling 
a goose. 
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St. John with the lamb is difficult to differentiate from a pure genre 
subject. The motive of the original groups has been well interpreted by Jahn, 
by Wolters and others (see the passages quoted by Herzog, op. cit. p. 232). 
The following analysis from one of Furtwaingler's: earliest monographs (der? 
Dornauszieheqr und der Knabe mit der Gans, 1876, p. 70) is worth noting: 'the 
composition shews a small boy, who after the manner of children sits upon 
the ground: but he wants to get up and is unable to do so unaided; so he 
stretches out one arm and looks up entreating for help; at the same time, as 
he is so careful to keep his other hand firmly on his favourite goose, it seems 
as if someone had wanted to take his playmate from him, and thus caused the 
little fellow's excitement.' The present group is merely decorative, but other 
replicas were doubtless intended for fountains, and the goose pressed by the 
boy spurted water. 
28 (not in Michaelis). Sepulchral or Votive Statuette of the 
Boy Senecio. (Plate XIV.) 
Height: 63 cm. Marble : Greek. 
The inscription on the plinth reads: DPolvt ll o vilv elajlop 
e Ivelo I d j Le. It was doubtless intended for a senarius, but the scansion 
is spoilt by the intrusion of the name. In spite of the late Greek characters, 
Senecio, as his name shews, is a Roman and the statue, with its rather square 
and plump forms, is Roman rather than Greek in character. Senecio, who 
presses a cock to his side and holds a little vase in the hand which he rests 
on a pillar at his right, seems to derive not so much from a Greek as from 
Etruscan models, such as the boy with a bird in the museum at Leyden. 
(Reinach, Rtpertoire, ii. 464, where a number of kindred figures are given.) 
The type, however, which occurs in many variants, is a common one, and like 
that of the 'boy with the fox-goose' probably originated in the schools of 
the period after Alexander. See the list of examples drawn up by E. Gardner 
in J.H.S. vi. 1885, 'Statuette representing a boy and goose,' p. 3. The eyes 
are incised in the manner of the Antonine period ; hasty superficial work- 
manship. 
29 (= Michaelis 45). Votive Statuette of a Boy. (Plate XIV.) 
Height: 0"47 
cm. Marble : Greek. Restored : the trunk, the pedestal and the 
lower part of the legs; part of the left arm and the whole of the right arm with a 
portion of the box ; the nose; the head suits the movement of the body and presumably 
belongs to the statue, but it has been broken off and clumsily readjusted by means of 
plaster. 
In spite of its bad condition the charm of the silhouette owing to the 
child's easy and natural pose is considerable. The composition seems 
decidedly Greek; the subject is difficult to make out, the 'deep square box' 
thought by Michaelis to contain 'probably articles of jewellery' (owing to 
the presence of what may be a ring) seems to me rather to be connected 
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with some cultus ceremony-the little round objects resemble the tops of 
small vessels.24 
30 (not in Michaelis). Statue of a Boy holding an Urn. Fountain 
figure. (Fig. 4.) 
Height : about life-size. Restorations: right leg from below the knee;i the left 
foot. Replicas: Clarac-Reinach 439, 3 from Cavaceppi (unless indeed this be the 
same figure as the present ; Michaelis, however, identifies the Cavaceppi statue with 
one at St. Anne's Hill, Surrey). 
: 
-- ~-~-: 1 : :::-:-ri?:s- :i:-:: : i::~2:- ;-  
-:::: 
5:?E:__ 
s~a;_i 
-:-ai- :~?;?j 
FIG. 4.--Boy WITH URN. (30) 
The statuette, which is of only slight importance, has been so much 
rubbed and worked over as to seem modern. It falls within a familiar series 
24 For votive statues of children see especially 
O. Jahn, Ber. d. Siichs. Ges. d. Wiss. 1848, S. 
41 ff.; Stephani, Compte-renduL, 1863, S. 53-56 
ff. ; Furtwi ngler, Der Dornauszicher m&. der 
Knabe mit der Gans, 1870; cf. Benndorf, 
Griech. u. sicil. Vasenbildcr, 57 f. zu Taf. 31; 
Paul Baur, Eileithyia, Philologu.s, Supplement- 
band viii. 484 ff. 
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of fountain figures, e.g. Vatican, Chiaram. (Amelung, Cat. No. 700= Clarac- 
Reinach, 439, 2); Candelabri 117, 118; Munich Glypt. Furtwangler, Cat. 233; 
Ny Carlsberg 169.25 
The type probably goes back to Hellenistic times, and is sometimes 
found adapted to relief sculpture in Sarcophagi (see Amelung, loc. cit.). 
31 (not in Michaelis). Fragment of a Hellenistic Relief. (Plate 
xv.) 
Height: 28 cm. ; breadth: 34 cm. Marble: Greek. Condition : only the upper 
part of both figures is preserved; the bearded head of Seilenus and his left hand 
are much mutilated, the right arm-which probably held a kantharos-has been 
broken away altogether. 
The relief, which shews the drunken Seilenus, half reclining, half 
supported by a boyish Satyr, falls within a well-known group of subjects 
representing Dionysus, Heracles, or Seilenus revelling (cf. Schreiber, 
Hellenistische Beliefbilde-r, 30, 42, 43, 45), but I have not found any exact 
replica. In spite of the mutilation the workmanship appears good and 
careful, and the satyr, treated in back view and straining with all his might 
to support the heavy figure of Seilenus, is rendered with great truth of 
observation. 
6.-Augustan Ar t. 
32 (=Michaelis 82). Relief Sculptured on Both Faces. (Plate 
XVI.) 
Present height : 0*27 cm. ; breadth : 0"39 cm. 
The relief has at some time been broken into several pieces and put 
together roughly with plaster. The whole top is still missing. On the 
obverse three masks are carved in high relief. On the right a mask of 
Dionysus, with the broad Bacchic mitra, lies on a 'low cista half opened' 
(Michaelis). The mystic cista is here represented as a wicker basket, and 
resembles in this particular the liknon or mystic Vannus, the shovel- 
shaped basket of Bacchus, upon which rests the mask of a Satyr in a 
similar Hellenistic relief (Schreiber, Hellenistische Reliefbilder, Plate 106). 
Facing this mask of Dionysus is a mask of Heracles wearing the lion 
skin, and with what appears to be another lion skin roughly indicated 
below. The connexion of Heracles with the stage (see Furtwangler, 
cf. Roscher, s.v. Heracles, col. 2191) is often emphasized by representation on 
monuments similar to the present, e.g. on a fragment from a sarcophagus in 
Berlin (Cat. Sculpt. 857), but this is the only instance at present known to me 
in which the masks of Dionysus and of Heracles are brought face to face. 
Between the two is the mask of a youthful Satyr with what appears to be a 
roughly indicated nebris below. The short nose, high cheek-bones, and half- 
open mouth are characteristic of the Satyr type; the head is treated with 
considerable refinement and goes back to some good fourth-century model. 
25 Munich 232 (=Clarac-Reinach 417, 6) may also be compared. 
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The scene sculptured in low relief on the reverse is peculiarly interesting."• 
On the left a young Satyr, half kneeling on the ground, is seen steadying 
with his right hand an ithyphallic image of Priapus, while on the right two 
winged Erotes are making great efforts to erect a similar much larger image 
which they are raising from the ground. On the left two Erotes are hoisting 
the huge figure up by means of cables, like masons attempting to raise a 
heavy weight. Each pulls one end of' the cable; one, whose upper part is 
unfortunately broken off, hovers in the air, the other pushes with both his 
feet against the lower part of the shaft so as to get it into place. They are 
assisted by a third Eros on the right, who, with his right foot firmly planted 
against a rock and his left hand against a tree-trunk, in order to obtain 
purchase, has his back against the image which he thus helps to push up. 
This amusing scene could not be noted by Michaelis, as the reverse was 
almost wholly covered with plaster, which I chipped off with excellent 
result. Both sides of the relief are evidently connected, and the whole 
monument has to do with the Satyric drama and the cult of Dionysus. 
33 (= Michaelis 66). Large Krater adorned with Victories and 
Dancing Girls. (Plate XVII.) 
Height: 0'80 cm. ; 
diameter,: 
0*80 cm. Restorations: foot and projecting parts 
of the handles ; the surface has been overworked, but the authenticity is above 
suspicion. Literature : Hauser, Neu-Attische Reliefs, p. 96, no. 18. Marble: Italian 
with grey stripes. 
This large vase belongs to a group of works of the New Attic School, 
the most typical example of which is the celebrated Borghese Vase in the 
Louvre (Clarac-Reinach, 28, Hauser, op. cit. p. 84), but the present example 
lacks the usual elegance of form in this class of vase ; its lower part, instead 
of the elegant flutings visible on the Borghese Vase, has a somewhat clumsy 
leaf decoration; the handles end on the body of the vase in vine-leaves, 
while under each handle are crossing thyrsi as on the cup from Hildesheim 
(Pernice-Winter, Der Hildesheimer Silbefienld, Plate X.). The two Nikai on 
the front of the vase call for no further comment; the two dancing figures of 
the reverse exactly repeat the two figures from a triangular candelabrum basis 
in the Villa Albani (Helbig, Fiihrcr, No. 860).27 The first dancer holds 
on the palm of her upraised left hand a dish of fruit and with 
her right lightly grasps the folds of' her scarf. Immediately behind her 
advances a second dancer, holding her left hand to her head; the right arm, 
with open hand, is thrown back. Like so many of the figures of the New 
Attic reliefs, these dancers possibly go back to a fifth century type, perhaps 
to the Saltantes Lacaenae of Callimachus, mentioned by Pliny. (On this 
point see Furtwangler, lfasterpieces, p. 438.) The altar of rough stones with the piled-up fruit and the flame resembles 
the altar on a slab of the Ara Pacis, and the altar above on the right, in the 
25 For a similar relief carved on bothl ftces, 
see Museo Chiaram. (Amelung, Cat. 106.) 
27 Now reproduced in Arndt's Einzelauf- 
namo en. 
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relief at Vienna of a lioness with 
her cubs. Though style and com- 
position are distinctly Augustan, this 
particular example is probably a 
replica executed at a later date. 
The execution seems too summary 
and coarse for the First Century. 
33a (not in Michaelis). Sculp- 
tured Pilaster. (Fig. 5.) 
Heiyht: 135 cm. 
The elegant and somewhat 
schematic decoration points to the 
Augustan age. 
? 7.-Roman Portraiture. 
34 (= Michaelis 8). Head of 
Young Augustus (B.C. 28-A.D. 14). 
(Plate XVIII.) 
Total height : 0'45 cm.; length 
of face : 019 em. Marble : coarse- 
grained Parian. Restorations: patch 
near the right eye ; the tip of the 
nose antique, but broken and set 
on; good preservation, but rubbed 
and slightly worked over in modern 
times. Provenance: Paris. Litera- 
ture : Bernoulli, lR6m. Icon. ii. I 
p. 308, No. 19, and p. 320. 
The bust, which I have exam- 
ined repeatedly, seems to me above 
suspicion. Michaelis, who also does 
not seem to doubt its genuineness, 
questions the old identification as 
Caligula.28 It seems obvious, how- 
ever, that the likeness is to Augustus 
as a young man. The resemblance 
to his current portraiture is obvious; 
for the slight indications of a mous- 
'nw 
FIG. 5.-AUGUSTAN PILASTER. (33a) 
2s Professor Michaelis, however, writes to me 
'the photograph looks very modern; having 
the original before me I had no suspicion as to 
its authenticity,' but I am glad that he accepts 
the identification as Augustus and adds 'please 
to observe the peculiar arrangement of the hair 
above the forehead, which is constant in all 
his portraits.' 
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tache and of a beard on the chin compare the Augustan portrait called, on 
very doubtful grounds, the youthful Julius Caesar (cast in the Ashmolean at 
Oxford). The expression is more direct and life-like, less idealized, less Greek 
than is usually the case in portraits of Augustus (see E. Strong, Roman 
Sculpture, p. 355). The shape of the bust, which is intact, is characteristic of 
the Julio-Claudian period (ib. p. 349). Bernoulli (op. cit. p. 320) calls the 
head 'der schoine Knabenkopf'; he seems to have no doubt of its genuine- 
ness, but questions the head being that of Caligula. He compares it with 
the portrait (unknown) on a beautiful cameo in the Brit. Mus. (Bernoulli, 
op. cit. Plate XXXVI, 9). 
35 (= Michaelis 54). Portrait of a Roman Lady. (Plate XVIII.) 
Length of face: 0"14 cm. Restorations: nose and the draped bust of coloured marble. Literature : Bernoulli, Ra6m. Icon. p. 224, No. 19. 
Head with closely waved hair, and a short fringe from ear to ear. 
Behind the ears the hair falls on to the neck in two long ringlets. The head, 
in which both Michaelis and Bernoulli see a decided likeness to the so-called 
Antonia of the Louvre (Bernoulli, ii. 1, Plate XIV.), is certainly the portrait 
of some lady of the Julio-Claudian house. The broad upper part of the 
face with its high cheek bones and the sensitive but firm mouth reveal a 
strong individuality. 
36 (= Michaelis 52). Portrait of a Roman Priestess. (Plate 
XVIII.) 
Ifeight: 0"92 cm. ; length of face 
: 018 cm. 
The shape of the bust, which is absolutely intact, is characteristic of the 
Antonine period and first sets in with the portraits of Sabina, wife of Hadrian 
(117-138 A.D.), to whose portraits this head with its generalized, slightly 
idealized features, bears a certain distant resemblance. The hair is waved 
or crimped in a classical style and confined by a woollen knotted fillet, the 
veil is drawn over the back of the head. The pupils are plastically 
indicated. 
37 (= Michaelis 63). Bust of Lucius Verus (A.D. 161-169). (Plate 
XVIII.). 
Total bhiyht : 0'68 cm. ; length of face : 9'21 em. Mlarble: Greek. Provenancc: 
Probalinthos, S. of Marathon (Bernoulli). Former collections and owners : Collections 
Pourtales, Rollin and Feuardent of Paris. Literature : Bernoulli, Rbm. Icon. ii. 2, 
p. 210, No. 50. 
The bust, which reproduces an ordinary type, is absolutely intact, and is 
thus an excellent example of the typical bust shape of the Antonine age. 
The Emperor wears a cuirass, of which the shoulder-flap is elegantly decor- 
ated with the figure of a giant, whose legs end in serpents. In the centre 
is the usual head of Medusa, half-covered, however, by the folds of the 
military cloak. The bust was executed as pendant to that of Marcus 
Aurelius found on the same spot and now in the Louvre (Bernoulli, ii. 2, 
p. 170, No. 54). 
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38 (= Michaelis 9). Portrait of a Roman Boy. (Fig. 6, p. 3.) 
Height : 0"25 
cm. ; length of face: 0"10 cm. Restored : tip 
of the nose. Marble: 
Greek. Provenance: (?) 
The pupils of the eye are indicated plastically; this and other char- 
acteristics point to the Antonine age. Cf. the head of a boy of the Antonine 
family, Bernoulli, ii. 2, Pl. LV., and the portraits of the young Aelius 
Verus. 
39 (= Michaelis 65). Medallion Portrait of a Roman. (3rd 
Cent. A.D.) (Fig. 7, p. 3.) 
Diameter : 
0"49 
cm. Restorations: the nose ; almost the whole of both ears ; the 
neck. Marble : Parian. 
The medallion, which is well preserved and from which the head stands 
out almost in the round, is a good example of an 'imago clipeata.' The 
pupils, which are indicated plastically by a bean-shaped segment, the 
drawing of the thin lips, the close curling beard and, hair, all recall the 
portraiture of the period of the Severi and more especially of Caracallus 
(211-21.7 A.D.). It may be Greek work of the time. 
, 
8.-Sarcophagi. 
40 (= Michaelis 72). Fragment of a Sarcophagus with Group 
of Two Erotes. (Antonine Period.) (Plate XIX.) 
Height : 0'80 cm. ; length: 1-02 cm. Marble : Pentelic (?) Provenance : Greece(?). 
The group preserved on this fragment is one repeated with more or less 
variation on a whole series of sarcophagi first commented upon by F. Matz, 
Arch. Zeit. 1872, p. 16 (cf. Strong, Roman Sculpture, p. 266). They may be 
dated about the period of Hadrian or the early Antonines (cf. Petersen, 
Annali, 1860, p. 207). The notion, so repugnant to modern taste, of 
a drunken child, whether mortal or divine, supported by a companion who 
appears variously .as winged or wingless, seems to have been particularly 
popular in the period of our sarcophagus. The chief examples are enumerated 
by Matz. The best of these, a sarcophagus in Athens, is now published for the 
first time on Plate XIX. for comparison with the Cook fragment.29 In the 
present fragment, as in the Athens sarcophagus, the child holds in his left 
hand a bunch of grapes, which led Stephani, and after him Petersen, to put 
forward an interpretation which is doubtless the correct one-namely, that 
these scenes represent the pleasures of future life under the image of Bacchic 
revelry. The group appears rendered with more delicacy and tenderness 
than usual on the plinth of a remarkable portrait of a girl of the early 
Antonine period, belonging to Mr. Newton-Robinson. For the sake of this 
group, this charming head is now published on Plate XXIV. The owner of 
29 Prof. Bosanquet kindly had the sarcophagus photographed for this article. 
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the head had suggested that the 'Erotes' on the plinth might allude to the 
girl having attained the marriageable age, but if the explanation cited above 
be accepted, they simply mean that the girl is dead and that this is her 
memorial bust. 
Often the group seems to be introduced into sarcophagus decoration 
quite irrelevantly, as here, for instance, where the proportions and the whole 
movement of the group are entirely out of harmony with the Satyr on the 
right, who is much smaller in size and in lower relief. 
41 (= Michaelis 76). Erotes at Play; Fragment from a Sar- 
cophagus. (Plate XV.) 
Height: 0'30 cm. ; length : 0"37 cm. Much broken and restored on the left. 
A winged Eros on the left lays a ball on the shoulder of his companion, 
who seems to crouch beneath the weight. On the right another Eros is 
............. 
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VV 
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SO 
FIG. 8.-NEREIDS RIDING ON SEA-PANTHERS. (42) 
busy carrying a basket of fruit (restored ?). At this point the marble is 
broken off. Decorative work of about the period of Hadrian. 
42 (=Michaelis 59). Fragment from the lid of a Sarcophagus. 
(Fig. 8.) 
Height : 0"29 cm.; length : 1 "17 em. 
The fragment, which comes from the front of a sarcophagus, represents 
Nereids riding on sea-panthers, that face one another heraldically. The 
relief is of a very slight, sketchy character, and reproduces a type popular 
in Alexandrian art. 
43 (=Michaelis 57). Sarcophagus Front with the Calydonian 
Boar-Hunt. (Plate XX.) 
Height : 0'85 cm. ; length : 1"88 
cm. Marble : Greek (l). Literature: C. Robert, 
Die Antiken Sarcophagreliefs, iii. 253 and p. 320. Provenance : Naples. Breakages : left 
arm of wounded man ; upper part of Atalanta's bow; left hand of Meleager ; the spear 
shaft ; the spear of the foremost Dioscurus; nose and left shoulder of Artemis ; her 
right hand; part of the figure of Oineus has been sawn off with a piece of the 
sarcophagus on the left side. 
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Both the subject and the rendering are well known from a series 
published by Robert (loc. cit.). In the centre, Meleager, to whose left, slightly 
in the background but nearest the boar, is seen Atalanta, spears the monster, 
who is seen issuing from his cave. Behind Meleager come the Dioscuri, 
Castor and Pollux, each wearing the conical cap, and immediately behind them 
again is the huntress Artemis, in the attitude of the 'Diane de Versailles.' 
On the extreme left (unfortunately the photograph is in deep shadow at 
this point) is the bearded Oineus, half of whose figure, together with the gate 
from which he emerges, has been sawn away, Between Oineus and Artemis 
comes Orcus 30 shouldering his double axe and with his hound straining at the 
leash which Orcus once held in his right hand. Between the legs of Meleager 
a double axe in place of the hound often seen in other examples. Above the 
boar's cave a bearded man is seen hurling a stone. On the extreme right 
stands a wounded man touching the wound in his thigh. The landscape is 
indicated by a tree and a rush-like plant (beneath the boar). Atalanta's presence 
nearest the boar 'at the death,' so to speak, indicates the influence of 
Euripides. She is letting fly the arrow which she has just taken from her 
still open quiver. Her hair is waved into elegant rolls according to a fashion 
which came into vogue in the fourth century (see, for instance, the beautiful 
original head in the Glyptothek, Furtwangler, Cat. 210). This fashion of hair 
and the rolled drapery round the waist occur in fourth century types of 
Artemis (cf. the Warocqu6 Statuette, Amelung, Musewums, frontispiece), here 
borrowed for Atalanta. 
The excellent technique and animated composition point to the period of 
the Antonines-perhaps to the principate of Commodus. The Calydonian 
hunt is a favourite subject for the decoration of sarcophagi. 
44 (=Michaelis 58). Sarcophagus Front with Battle of Greeks 
and Amazons. (Plate XX.) 
Height: 0*89 cm. ; length: 2'26 cm. Marble: Greek. Provenance : Naples. 
Literature : C. Robert, Die Antiken Sarcophagreliefs, vol ii. 104 and p. 126. 
The scene depicted is familiar from the series of sarcophagi with this 
subject reproduced by Robert (loc. cit.). In the centre, Achilles supports the 
dying form of Penthesileia. On each side, repeated with severe symmetry, is 
an animated group of an Amazon, who turns round with a lively movement of 
the whole body to defend herself against the bearded Greek who attacks her 
in the back. In each case the Amazon is attacked at the same time from the 
front by a younger mounted warrior armed with a long spear. At each angle 
stands a Victory, who, being placed obliquely, would, were the sarcophagus 
entire, effect the transition from the front to the sides. The style of the 
workmanship points to the second century A.D., perhaps also from the 
principate of Commodus, when the subject of the Amazons was in great 
vogue. 
30 On the interpretation of this figure as Orcus, see Robert, op. cit. p. 274. 
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45 (= Michaelis 74). Oval Sarcophagus of the Third Century. 
(Plate XXI.) 
Height : 0'60 cm.; length : 2"10 cm. 
Former Collection : Coll. Ligori, Naples. 
Litercare : Engel, Kypros, ii. (1841), p. 632, No. 12 ; Gerhard, Arch. Zeituig, 1850, 
P1l. 20, 1 ; Robert, Die Antiken Sarcophagreliefs, vol. iii. 92, and p. 110. 
The middle of the sarcophagus is taken up by the figure of the deceased, 
who is shown reclining in a posture borrowed from the sleeping Endymion 
visited by Selene, a common subject of Roman sarcophagi. The close-cropped 
hair rendered by pick-marks on a raised surface in the colouristic manner that 
sets in soon after the beginning of the third century gives us the approximate 
date of the sarcophagus. The Erotes holding torches, who unveil the sleeping 
man, and those who flutter round carrying musical instruments or wreaths, or 
are seen on the ground busy with baskets of fruit, are typical of the art of the 
period. Above on the extreme right an Eros stands by a little table placed 
under a tree and seems busily engaged making wreaths. The Eros asleep at 
the head of the deceased is probably symbolic of departed life. In the extreme 
left, below the two Erotes with musical instruments, a grotto is indicated from 
which peers forth an animal, which from its long ears must be a hare. At 
either end is a laurel tree, with a lyre suspended in its branches, and 
fruit, flutes, and torches lying beside it. ' Good sculpture, in almost perfect 
preservation.' (M.) 
46 (=Michaelis 73). Sarcophagus with Bacchic Figures (3rd 
century A.D.). (Plate XXI.) 
Height: 0-68 cm.; length: 1-10 cm. Marble: Italian (,). 
Provenance: (?). 
Former cillclion : Coll. Ligori Naples (communicated to me by Dr. C. Robert). 
The centre of the composition is occupied by a medallion portrait or 'imago 
clipeata' of the dead man. The frontal position of the bust, the flatness of 
the planes, the sharp, linear treatment of the folds and the colouristic 
treatment of the hair by means of pick-marks on a raised surface, enable us 
from the portrait alone to date the sarcophagus about the middle of the third 
century A.D. The drapery of the portrait recalls the two magistrates in 
the Conservatori (E. Strong, Rom. Sculpture, P1. 129) and the portrait at 
Chatsworth (ib. P1. 128). The medallion is supported heraldically at each side 
by a Centaur; each of these Centaurs is one of a pair drawing a chariot. In 
the chariot on the left is Dionysus accompanied by a Maenad blowing the 
flute; in the chariot on the right is Ariadne leaning on a thyrsus sceptre (?) 
and with her right hand holding the Dionysiac kantharos as if emptying it. 
She is accompanied by a Maenad striking the cymbals; under the chariot of 
Dionysus, his panther, under that of Ariadne, a small bearded and horned 
Pan. Under the bodies of the Centaurs on the left are two Erotes, one of 
whom opens the mystic Dionysiac wicker cista and discloses the sacred 
snake (cf. the cista in Plate XVI). The corresponding Erotes under the body 
of the Centaur on the right are emptying a wineskin into a large vase. 
In the space beneath the medallion a curious group of an Eros, or small 
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boy, and of a tiny Pan facing one another in the attitude preparatory to 
wrestling. The boys or Erotes on each side of this central group are rightly 
interpreted by Michaelis as umpires. 'Very good sculpture in excellent 
preservation.' (M.) 
47 (= Michaelis 75). Fragment of Sarcophagus with Dionysiac 
revellers. (3rd cent.) (Plate XXI.) 
Height : 0*28 cm. ; length : 0"54 cm. Marble : Italian (?). Provenance : (?). Breakages: the fragment is broken away at both ends ; the legs of the panthers are 
also broken away; the left hand and part of the arm of the Maenad on the left; part 
of the tree stein ; r. fore-arm and hand of the Eros, lower part of the face of the Satyr 
on the right. 
In the centre Dionysus is seen reclining on a low four-wheeled car 
drawn by two panthers, on the foremost of which rides an Eros holding a 
)lyre. In the background, near the head of the second panther a Satyr moves 
4k-:? 
FIG. 9. FIG. 10. 
EROTES-FI:AGMENTS FROM A SARCOPHAGUS. 
Third Century A.D. 
rapidly forward; between him and Dionysus is a Maenad wielding a thyrsus. 
At the feet of Dionysus is seen another Maenad extending her 1. arm towards 
the god and resting her r. hand on the stem of a great vine, which seems to 
mark off the centre of the composition. On the left of the vine is seen a 
fragment of another Satyr who grasps the stem. The relief is so high that 
the figures are almost detached from the ground; the hair of the figures, the 
vine-leaves, and other details are worked with the borer and are evidently 
intended to produce a striking impression of 'light and dark' after the 
manner of the late third century A.D. The colouristic effect of this little 
fragment is admirable. 
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48 (= Michaelis 77). Eros leaning on Inverted Torch. (Fig. 9.) 
Height : 0"45 ; breadth : 0"26. 
Right end of a sarcophagus; the motive is symbolic of death. The style 
and technique are of the third century A.D. 
49 (= Michaelis 78). Eros Asleep. Right corner of sarcophagus 
lid. (Fig. 10.) 
Height : 0-26 ; breadth : 0"23. 
The subject is similar to the preceding, but Eros is shewn here supporting 
his right leg on a step or stone. On the right are his bow and quiver, which 
he has cast aside. Work of the third century A.D. 
, 
9.--Works of unce)rtain date. 
50 (= Michaelis 3). Eros and Pan Vintaging. (Plate XXII.) 
Height: of the whole group: 1"06 cm.; of 
the Eros: 
1"80 cm.; of 
the antique 
pedestal : 0-06 cm. ; length of ditto: 0*44 cm.; height of the Pan : 0'50 cm.; of the 
smaller Eros: 0*20 cm. Marble: fine-grained Greek. Provenance: Bagni di Roselli, 
near Grosseto (Dennis, Etruria, 2nd ed. vol. ii. p. 225), after that Florence. Replicas : 
Whitehall and Rome, Coill. Giamb. Luragi (see Michaelis, Arch. Zeit. 1879, p. 172). 
Literature: Reinach, Rgpertoire, ii. 71, 3, and 4.:1 Condition : the body of the Eros 
much injured by action of damp; the vine has been broken in many places and put 
together 'mostly with the aid of metal pegs or thin metal pins, which are much 
eaten away and which have caused serious corrosion' (Michaelis). 
Eros, if it be he and not an ordinary mortal child, is represented wing- 
less. He stands firmly on the soles of both feet and stretches up his arms to 
reach the bunches of grapes from a great vine that hangs over him. From 
behind the vine, a little goat-legged Pan comes forward and touches Eros 
with his right leg. The Pan supports on his head a basket into which a 
quite diminutive Eros, this time winged, is depositing a huge bunch of 
grapes. The branches and foliage of the vine, which are very intricate, are a 
clever imitation of nature, but it cannot be said that the effect of these 
leaves and fruit cut out in marble is agreeable.31a The workmanship of the 
leaves and fruit, however, with the tiny Erotes darting about amid the foliage, 
recalls work of the Antonine period, such as the pilaster in the Lateran, 
decorated with vine-leaves and clambering love-gods, first published by 
Wickhoff, Roman Art, P1. XI; Riegl, Spditr6mische Kunstindustrie, p. 71 ; 
Strong, Roman Sculpture, p. 62. In the present group, as on the Lateran 
pilaster, although the artist is a master of deep cutting and of under- 
cutting, he yet scarcely has any modelling, but replaces it by a kind of 
flattened relief which is intended, by contrast with the dark hollows, to call 
31 The group reproduced, Reinach, Rdp. ii. 
71, 4, is evidently, as suggested by M. Reinach 
himself, the same as our Cook group. 
31a Professor Michaelis kindly points out to 
me that similar curious accessories, treated in 
similar style, adorn the prop of a statue of 
Dionysus or a Satyr in the Villa Albani 
(Helbig, No. 872; Clarac-Reinach, 377, 5). 
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forth a colouristic effect. I should therefore incline to date this group 
about the third century A.D. The statues, Reinach, RJpertoire, ii. 448, 2, and 
the Borghese statue in the Louvre (Clarac-Reinach, 142, 6) are winged and 
cannot be looked upon as replicas, though the motives are similar. Compare 
also the Eros playing at ball of the Uffizi, Arndt, Einzelauf. 351 ; Reinach, 
Rdpertoire, ii. 429, 1; and the torso, ibid. ii. 448, 3. 
51 (not in Michaelis). Head of an Athlete? in the Archaic 
Style. (Fig. 11.) 
Height: 2*15 cm. ; length of face: 0"17 cm. Marble: very 
much damaged by 
exposure or possibly by fire ; the nose is broken, or rather worn away; the surface of 
the marble is entirely destroyed and the head has greatly suffered from neglect and 
maltreatment; yet the type is of considerable interest. Literature: B. F. A. C. Cat. 
p. 9, No. 3. Exhibited, B.F.A.C. 1903. 
FI. 11.-(51) 
The preservation is so bad that it is difficult to decide whether the 
head is an original or a later (Roman ?) copy. The structure of the head 
is almost square; the planes few and very flat; the eyes are kept as nearly 
as possible in the front plane of the face, as in the earliest period. The hair 
is parted down the centre of the head and is curiously rendered by streaked 
ridges. In front the ridges are closer and imitate sharply-defined waves. A 
long plait of hair encircles the head as in early statues of the so-called 
Apollo type.3Y 
32 Prof. Michaelis writes: 'The photograph 
and, perhaps, the condition of the marble do 
allow a certain judgment, but it appears to be 
evident that the type belongs to those ancient 
"Apollo " heads like that in the British 
Museum (Anc. 
,liarbles, 
ix. 40, 4=Catal. 150).' 
H.S.-VOL. XXVIII. D 
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52 (= Michaelis 44). Draped Male Torso. (Fig. 12.) 
Height : 0*84 cm. 
The flatness of the planes and the treatment of the drapery seem to shew 
that this is a copy of a fifth century original. The man appears to hold 
a roll in his left hand, whilst his right grasps the end of the cloak 
which falls over the left shoulder. I know no precise replica of the type, 
though similar motives recur, as pointed out by Michaelis, in so-called statues 
Ael 
FIG. 12.-MALE TORso. (52) 
of philosophers (cf. Clarac-Reinach, p. 512, 7, 8) and the Demosthenes of 
the Vatican and of Knole. 
53 (= Michaelis 46). Draped Male Torso. (Fig. 13.) 
Height: 0"75 cm. Marble: Pavonazzetto. Restored :*head; the legs from below the drapery; the whole of the left hand with the sheaf of coin. 
The figure is draped in a mantle in a way that recalls statues of Zeus, 
cf. No. 7. The right hand grasps the remains of a short sceptre; against the: 
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left shoulder are traces of a palm-branch (misunderstood by the restorer as a 
corn-sheaf); it is possible, therefore, that we have here the votive statue of a 
/papewvTrri or umpire, holding the prize to be conferred. 
54 (= Michaelis 71). Funeral Relief-Youth Draped in Cloak. 
(Fig. 14.) 
Height : 0"23; 
breadth: 0'17 cm. IMarble : Italian. 
This is a slight imitation, presumably antique, of antAttic model of 
about the time of the Parthenon. 
FIG. 13.--DRAPED TORso. (53) 
55 (not in Michaelis). Statuette of a Seated Man. (Fig. 15.) 
Height: 26 cm. Restored: both feet with the lower part of the drapery and 
most of the basis; the right arm from below the elbow with the hand and the roll. 
Head and neck (not reproduced here) appear to be modern. The knees are broken and 
somewhat rubbed. Literature : B.F.A.C. Cat. p. 86, No. 86. Exhibited, B.F.A.C. 1903. 
The fragment is interesting only as reproducing a seated type differing 
from those already known. The drapery passes over the left shoulder, leaimng 
the right shoulder and arm bare. 
D2 
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56 (not in Michaelis 32). Shrine of Cybele. (Fig. 16.) 
This is a very rough insignificant imitation of the familiar image of 
Cybele enthroned, wearing the modius and with the lion lying right across 
her lap. Cf. Michaelis, Oxford, Ashmolean, Nos. 86, 131 and 159, also Brit. 
Mus. 783, 784 and Ny Carlsberg 237. The figure is carved within a little 
shrine or aedicula (vatiaKco). In the right hand are traces of a patera, in 
the left, of the tympanon. 
............ 
............ 
2-K 
M., A 
........................ 
. . .  Z 
k . . . 
l 57 
NO 113. 
FiG. 14.-FRAGMENT OF A RELIEF-IMITATION ATTIC. (54) 
57 (not in Michaelis). Torso of a Recumbent Female Figure. 
(Fig. 17.) 
Breadth : about 62 cm. 
The fragment, which is of insignificant execution, belongs to the class of 
figures known as Ava•ravolzevat; cf. Pliny xxxv. 99, 
and Cultrera, Saggi sull' 
Arte Ellenistica e Greco-Romana, p. 137. 
58 (not in Michaelis). Group of Hermes and a Nymph. (Fig. 18.) 
The old restorations have been removed. 
32 On the other hand I can nowhere find Michaelis' No. 7 ' Statuette of Cybele.' 
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The two figures sit on a rock, over which is spread a drapery; at their 
feet lies the caduceus of Hermes. Poor workmanship. For the motive cf. 
the similar groups Clarac-Reinach, 369, 2; 371, 1. 
::?: 
':' :i  
r 
-::: 
.:..: 
:-::::-; 
:i 
.. i 
own-, 
FIG. 15.-SEATED MAN. (55) FIG. 16.--SHRINE OF KYBELE. (56) 
59 (= Michaelis 64). Head of Hermes (?). (Fig. 19.) 
Length of face : 0"15. 
Total height of antiquepart : 0*22. R-estorations : the nose, 
almost all the beard, patches in the hair. The terminal bust, which is falsely 
inscribed 1a-Crwv, is modern. 
Apparently a poor late replica of the Hermes Propylaios of Alcamenes 
which was set up on the Acropolis of Athens about 450 B.c.; an inscribed 
replica was found at Pergamon in 1904, see Athen. Miitth. 1904, Plates 18-21 
and pp. 84 f. for the list of replicas (Altmann). 
FIG. 17.-To•SO 
OF AN Anapauomene. (57) 
60 (= Michaelis 49). Head of Dionysus. (Fig. 19a.) 
Length of face: 0"17. RBetorations 
: tip of nose and the whole bust with the long 
curls on it. 
Poor, late copy of an archaic type. 
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61 (=Michaelis 48). Double Bust of Dionysus and Ariadne 
(Fig. 20.) 
Height: 0'30. Restored: nose and mouth of Ariadne; nose of Dionysos. 
. . .. . . .. . 
. 
..........il.i ij-iii jr i _ ~i -:-i~-:i i-::: ? 
FIG. 18.-HERMES AND NYMPH. (58) 
The head of Dionysus reproduces an archaic type with tightly-curled 
hair and beard. The work is poor and practically impossible to date. The 
POM AWNw 
i 
0Wl t t 
FIG. 19.-HERMES PROPYLAIOS F 
ALOAMENES? (59) 
FIG. 19a.-ARCHAISTIC BUST OF 
DIoNYsus. (60) 
full face of the Dionysus head may be seen on Pl. XX. No. 44, against the 
sarcophagus of Greeks and Amazons. 
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62 (= Michaelis 55). Head of a Girl. (Fig. 21, p. 3.) 
Length of face : 0*13 cm. Restorations : nose and bust. 
The girl is crowned with ivy leaves and berries, as though she were an 
FIG. 20.--DOUBLE BUST OF DIONYSUS AND ARIADNE. (61) 
J-3l~•'''••',ii' 
Ol• 
TRAGIC MASK. (63) MASK OF SEILENUS. (64) 
FIG. 21. 
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Ariadne or a young female Faun. On the right side of the forehead seems 
to be the trace of a horn. Very insignificant work. 
63, 64 (not in Michaelis). Two Masks. (Figs. 21, 22.) 
The mask on the left is of the ordinary tragic type, that on the right is 
a Seilenesque mask, wearing the mitra with bunches of ivy leaves on either 
4.7 
jp: WWI 
WMW AM I 
_1 now 
sky%. 
. . 
.......... 
......... 
till 
DANCING SATYR ON REVERSE OF MASK OF SEILENUS. (64) 
FIG. 22. 
side. On the reverse (illustrated in Fig. 22 on a larger scale) is the figure 
dancing Satyr. 
? 10.-Sepjulchral altars and reliefs. 
65 (= Michaelis 80). Sepulchral Urn. (Fig. 23.) 
Height : 42 cm. ; length : 41 cm. 
The decoration of the ordinary type; at the corners rams' heads with an 
olive wreath suspended from their horns; below the rams' heads, eagles; in 
the space between the tablet and the wreath, birds. The tablet had 
probably been left blank in antiquity and now displays a forged modern 
inscription; see Muratori, Thes. p. 1319, No. 8: 'Romae in hortis Montal- 
tinis; e schedis Ptolomeis.' 
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66 (=Michaelis 81). Sepulchral Stele of Macrinius. (P1. XXIII.) 
Height: 39 cm. ; length": 
37 cm. Inscription : D. M. 
' 
lMacrinio Maximino filio 
dulcissinzo, qui vixit an. I m. . . . Macrinius MAaximinus INCI'V I PRE. .... fecit. 
In the field above the inscription, a child is seen riding a horse at full 
gallop; he has iust pierced with his spear a monster that issues from a cave 
P4 
FiG. 23.-ROMAN ASH CHEST, WITH FORGED INSCRIPTION. (65) 
on the right and at which a dog is barking furiously. Michaelis justly 
remarks on the inappropriateness of the subject to a child who died as the 
inscription informs us at the age of one. 
67 (not in Michaelis). Sepulchral Relief of Straton. (Plate XXIV.) 
Height : 29 cm. 
The base carries the following inscription arranged in five lines. The 
field above is simply decorated with three wreaths in relief. 
7pd-WYv icaCL EI'rafia ol -Tpd('T)wVo 
Tav p((T) IjXav b'r7-p 'oD 7raTpo\ 9rPapT'WvO 
TroD iIIpeiriw(u)oV, 
aPX,<1.>tepaTe'Voav'ros Kai talt lapX4cavr'ov sca wi rplto'reTeo-av 70T, KcaTar wXtv tpovapXevvlI[T'o1T70o Set6voj]. 
See Paton and Hicks, Inscriptions of Cos, No. 417, p. 297, where the 
stone is published with references to previous literature, and dated early in 
the first century B.c. The stone came from Kephalos. Though not 
mentioned by Michaelis in the 'Ancient Marbles,' the inscription was 
published by him in Arch. Zeitung, xxii. p. 59. 
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68 (= Michaelis 13). Large Bowl-shaped Vase of red porphyry. 
.Diameter : 1"93. 
This splendid vase comes from the collection of the Duke of Modena. 
N.B.-I have not succeeded in finding Michaelis 51 ' Head of Artemis.' 
? 11.-Modern Imitations of Antiques. 
69. The collection further contains nine colossal busts of emperors 
executed in the later Renaissance, or in more modern times in imitation 
of Renaissance works. Six are noted by Michaelis under 63a. Two, 
the Claudius (mentioned also by Bernoulli, ii. 1, p. 340) and the Vitellius 
(Bernoulli, ii. 2, p. 16, No. 32) are excellent decorative works. 
70. The relief described by Michaelis under No. 12 has been proved 
to be a modern forgery, executed at Naples in the earlier part of the last 
century by the Neapolitan ' falsario' Monti; see H. L. Urlichs, Wochenschrift 
filr Klassische Philologqie, 1890, p. 54, where he points out a replica of this relief 
as the work of the same forger. 
? 12.-Terracottas, Vases, etc. 
The terracottas, vases, and other objects are reserved for future 
discussion. Meanwhile, however, the more important among these may 
be noted here in order to give a more complete impression of the character 
of the collection. I borrow, in the main, my own descriptions in the 
catalogue of the Burlington Fine Arts Club Exhibition, where most of the 
following objects were shewn. 
A.-Terracottas. 
7 1 (= Michaelis 14). Girl Seated at Her Toilet. 
She is dressed in a thin chiton, with a cloak suspended from her 
shoulders at the back, and thrown over her knees. The rolled coiffure often 
appears in heads from the middle of the fourth century. The hair is confined 
by a narrow ribbon; the arms are raised to the head on the left side, where 
the ends of the ribbon which the girl was tying has been broken off along 
with the whole of the left hand and the fingers of the right. The legs 
of the chair are also broken and the head has been broken off and replaced. 
Delicate workmanship of the fourth century. Exhibited at the Burlington 
Fine Arts Club in 1903 (Cat. p. 83, No. 67 and Plate LXXXV.) 
72. Heracles Slaying the Lernaean Hydra. (Fig. 24.) 
This is one of three slabs with the Labours of Heracles (Michaelis, 15-17). 
They belong to the well-known class of 'Campana reliefs' which is so 
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magnificently represented in the British Museum and in the Louvre. These 
reliefs come mainly from Rome and its neighbourhood and may be referred 
roughly to the first century B.C.-A.D. 
m m m • J • m m• mOh 
FIG. 24 
73. Ten Small Terracotta Masks, among which those of a horned 
river god, of a Seilenus, and the two masks of archaic Gorgons are of special 
excellence. These masks were used for the adornment of furniture. 
Exhibited in 1903 at the Burlington Fine Arts Club (Cat. p. 86, Nos. 89-99, 
and Plate LXXXVI.). 
B.- Vases. 
The collection, though somewhat mixed in character, contains the 
following choice examples. 
74. Kylix. Black figures on red ground. Foot restored. Diameter, 
30-7 cm. Exterior A and B: chariots amid an assemblage of warriors and 
women. 
This Kylix was formerly adjusted to a foot bearing the signature 
of the painter Nikosthenes (Klein, Meistersignaturen, pp. 69, 70). Recently, 
however, the vase was cleaned at the British Museum and the foot found not 
to belong. Mentioned by Michaelis, p. 73, and Arch. Zeit. 1874, p. 61. 
Exhibited in 1903 at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Cat. p. 95, No. 4 and 
Plate LXXXIX. 
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75. Three Hydrias, with black figures on red ground: 73, Dionysus 
and Ariadne in chariot; on the shoulder, Apollo playing the lyre. 73a, Athena 
and Heracles in chariot; on shoulder, combat scene. 73b, Groups of 
bearded horsemen. 
76. Kylix, with deep bowl and offset lip. Design in black and purple 
on red. Diameter, 21-9 cm. 
1. Within, elaborate patterned concentric bands: Heracles wrestling 
with Triton. On the exterior of the lip a pattern of alternating palmettes 
and lotus flowers. On the bowl a galloping horseman on each side. Around 
the handles palmettes. Exhibited in 1903 at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 
C/at. p. 99, No. 14, and Plates LXXXIX., XCII. 
77. Kylix, with red figures on black ground. Diameter, 23-3 cm. 
1. Within a circle adorned with a band of maeanders stands a brabeus 
or judge of the palaistra, wrapped in a long cloak, holding his long staff. 
On the right a shaft, or goal, on a plinth; to the left a seat with a cushion 
on it. 
A.-Exterior. A young man stands, to right, bending forward with 
both arms extended; on his left a helmet placed upon a shield. In front of 
him a gymnasiarch holding the two-pronged staff. Behind this figure 
advances, to the left, a nude youth with a shield on his left arm and a 
crested helmet in his right hand. Behind him again a goal. 
B. Similar scene to preceding. A gymnast holding a pole stands 
between two nude youths, each carrying a shield and a helmet. Probably 
both scenes represent the preparation for the armed foot race. 
This fine vase is put together out of many fragments. Exhibited at the 
Burlington Fine Arts Club in 1903 (Cat. p. 100, No. 17, and Plate XCII.). 
78. Calyx-Shaped Krater. Diameter 39-5 cm.; height 35*8 cm. 
A. Triptolemus (to right) seated on his winged car, with his sceptre in 
his left, holding a bunch of wheat-sheaves in his right hand. In front of 
him Demeter with her torch, holding an oinochoe for the parting libation. 
Behind Persephone with a long sceptre. Fine and careful drawing. 
B. Three women conversing. Execution coarser than that of the picture 
on the obverse. 
Below the picture at the height of the handles, a pattern consisting of 
three groups of maeanders alternating with a framed oblique cross. Above, 
under the rim of the vase, a pattern of slanting palmettes. Exhibited in 1903 
at the Burlington Fine Arts Club (Cat. p. 107, No. 41 and Plate XCV.). 
79. Calyx-Shaped Krater. From Magna Graecia. Height 46"5 cm.; diameter 45"8 cm. 
Red figures on black ground. Latter half of the fifth century. Vigorous 
drawing. Put together out of many fragments, but complete Foot, handles, 
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.and the rim are entirely black; at the top of the picture a band of slanting 
palmettes; at the bottom a band of groups of three maeanders alternating 
with crosses within squares; where the handles join the vase a pattern of 
Tays. 
Obv. In the foreground Polyphemus drunk and asleep; to the right 
Odysseus wearing pilos and cloak holds a firebrand, while two of his 
'companions advance from the left bringing other burning firebrands to make 
the fire in which to harden the stake of olive wood which three other 
-companions are pulling up in the centre of the picture. (Cf. the episode as 
told in Odyssey, ix. 320-323.) At the back of Polyphemus is a cup of the 
kantharos shape and an empty wine-skin (?) hanging from the bough of a 
small tree. The presence of the satyrs who are springing forward from the 
.right suggests a connexion of this scene with the Satyric drama; and it has 
been pointed out that in the 'Kyklops' of Euripides a chorus of satyrs was 
introduced. A noteworthy attempt at perspective appears in the vase, the 
figures being disposed in three different planes. 
Rev. Two groups of two young men wrapped in long cloaks and 
engaged in conversation. 
First published and described by F. Winter in Jahrbuch des Archdol. 
Instituts, 1891, Plate VI. pp. 271-274. For the district which produced 
these vases, which imitate Attic Kraters of the period between 440 and 
430 B.c., see Furtwangler, Masterpieces, p. 109. Exhibited in 1903 at the 
Burlington Fine Arts Club (Cat. p. 109, No. 48, and Plate XCVII.). 
80. There are also a few large Apulian vases elaborately decorated 
with figurines, of the so-called Canosa type. 
81. There remains to note-a remarkable set of objects of the fourth 
,century B.c., 
from a tomb at Eski-Saghra in Northern Thrace, opened in 
1879. These objects comprise several fine bronze vessels, pieces of bronze 
armour, and a fine gold breastplate (?) decorated with a semis of tiny lions' 
heads and stars or rosettes in repouss6. Some silver goblets and black ware 
came from the same tomb. The Eski-Saghra excavation and the single 
objects discovered at the time are described and illustrated in a Russian 
?monograph (Bulgarian Excavation near Eski-Saghra, Saint Petersburg, 1880), 
which together with an English resume of its contents, is placed near the 
tobjects from the tomb. 
EUGtNIE STRONG. 
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